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iAbstract
Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) software implementation in Small or Medium Enter-
prises (SMEs) is a critical challenge, implying a lot of resources and financial costs. ERP
implementations in SMEs involves the whole organization at various levels, and impact many if
not all business processes of the enterprise. The decision to adopt such software must be done
wisely, and the implementation conducted carefully. Ensuring a clear and common vision of
the entire organization is of paramount importance for both the ERP consulting team and the
enterprise stakeholders at the very beginning of the project.
This thesis provides an extensive state of the art on ERP software and ERP implementa-
tions. It presents a unified life-cycle, outlines Critical Success Factors (CSFs) for a successful
implementation, and proposes some improvements to the current modeling methodologies. The
earlier stages of the proposed methodology are detailed and applied to a case study. Modeling
tasks during these stages, mostly goal and business process modeling, are designed to ensure a
safer ERP implementation, and ease the understanding of both the objectives of the enterprise,
and the business processes to be covered by the solution.
Keywords: ERP, implementation, methodology, SME, life-cycle, CSF, modeling.
Re´sume´
L’imple´mentation d’un Progiciel de Gestion Inte´gre´ (PGI, ou ERP en anglais) est un de´fi
majeur pour une Petite ou Moyenne Entreprise (PME), impliquant de lourds couˆts financiers
et de grands besoins en termes de ressources mate´rielles ou humaines. L’imple´mentation d’un
ERP au sein d’une PME concerne l’organisation dans son entie`rete´ a` diffe´rents niveaux, et a un
impact sur de nombreux processus business de l’entreprise, voire meˆme sur l’entie`rete´ des pro-
cessus. La de´cision d’adopter un ERP doit eˆtre muˆrement re´fle´chie, et l’imple´mentation mene´e
prudemment. Il est particulie`rement important de s’assurer une vision claire de l’organisation
dans son entie`rete´, commune a` l’e´quipe de consultance et aux membres de l’entreprise qui vont
participer directement au projet, de`s le de´but de celui-ci.
Ce me´moire fournit un e´tat de l’art de´taille´ sur les logiciels ERP et leurs imple´mentations. Il
pre´sente ensuite un cycle de vie unifie´, retrace les Facteurs Critiques de Succe`s (FCS) pour une
imple´mentation re´ussie, et propose plusieurs ame´liorations aux me´thodologies de mode´lisation
actuelles. Les premie`res e´tapes de cette me´thodologie sont ensuite de´taille´es et applique´es
a` un cas d’e´tude. Les taˆches de mode´lisation durant ces e´tapes sont destine´es a` assurer une
imple´mentation d’ERP plus suˆre, et a` faciliter la compre´hension des objectifs moteurs du projet,
ainsi que des processus business qui devront eˆtre couverts par la solution.
Mots-clefs : ERP, imple´mentation, me´thodologie, PME, cycle de vie, FCS, mode´lisation.
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Introduction
More and more companies tend to automate and streamline their business processes with
the support of information technology. Computer software aimed at supporting enterprises
operations have been evolving since the early days, continuously trying to reduce the repetitive
tasks, improve the productivity, and facilitate the users daily work.
Nowadays, companies willing to improve their information technology support can adopt
Enterprise Resource Planning software (ERP) to cover most aspects of their business processes,
instead of dealing with different software for every business department. Indeed, ERP software
are made to support and integrate many business process of an enterprise. ERP software, as a
subset of Commercial, off-the-shelf software (COTS), are provided by the vendor with default
functionalities, and must be tailored to match the enterprise business processes. However, this
customization step is critical, and should be carefully conducted, implying a high cost for the
enterprise if the ERP software does not suit the processes by default.
From large enterprises to SMEs
Most large enterprises are now equipped with ERP software, thus the ERP vendors developed
different versions of their solutions, aimed at small and medium enterprises (SMEs). However,
a lot of customization costs and problems were tied to ERP implementations among large enter-
prises in the past, added to some disastrous stories where failed implementations led companies
to bankruptcy. The decision to adopt a new ERP software solution in a SME must be carefully
planned by the top management, to avoid unexpected problems and minimize the customization
tasks wherever it is possible. SMEs are indeed organizational structures particularly vulnerable
to wrong investments, due to their higher resource limitations.
All ERP vendors come with their own methods, best practices, and recommendations to
implement their solution in the enterprise. On another hand, a lot of academic researches
and studies have been made on the ERP implementation topic, but there is a lack of generic
and objective methods to determine the mapping of the ERP solutions to the requirements,
goals, processes or data of the enterprise. Such determination is of high importance however,
especially in SMEs since their resources are limited, although they are likely to encounter the
same inadequacy problems that large enterprises have been facing during the last several years.
Typical ERP implementation process
ERP software are implemented in enterprises following predefined vendor-specific method-
ologies, according to a life-cycle composed of a varying number of stages, suggested by the
vendor. During this whole implementation, the most critical part, which always needs to be
done, is the alignment between the software solution and the enterprise particular situation.
1
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ERP software are indeed provided as generic packages, which require to be tailored to the en-
terprise particular needs and constraints, to become the new enterprise IT system. The entire
implementation process is supported by methodologies and tools, addressing various modeling
aspects of the implementation. Figure 1 illustrates the typical ERP implementation process.
Figure 1: Typical ERP implementation process
A typical ERP software implementation can be viewed as a staged process, supported by par-
ticular methodologies and tools, and observing various critical success factors (CSFs) to ensure
an easier and safer implementation. A subset of ERP modules available for the ERP solution
are initially selected to be implemented in the enterprise. These modules then need to be cus-
tomized, according to a deep analysis of the enterprise, through various modeling perspectives.
The modules resulting from this customization process then form a specific instance of the ERP
software solution, tailored to the enterprise considered. The legacy system is replaced by the
new system afterward, and will be continuously monitored later, for further improvements.
The challenge of modeling
Modeling techniques are supposed to ease the implementation, and useful to reduce such
risks of inadequacy and uncertainty tied to ERP implementation projects. Various specific
techniques and tools are available on the vendor’s side, to help determining the adequacy of
their solution for every new possible customer, and several modeling techniques become useful
to ensure a successful ERP implementation. The use of modeling techniques among ERP imple-
mentations in SMEs is largely a matter of compromises, even more than in large enterprises, due
to the stronger resource limitations mentioned earlier. The most challenging part is to find the
advantages and disadvantages of every modeling aspect, while staying aware of the limitations
on both the enterprise and modeling techniques constraints. The goal is to find thereafter the
best compromise between maximizing the usefulness of the modeling techniques, while wasting
the less possible time and resources.
2
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Implementing ERP software can imply several modeling perspectives along the entire life-
cycle. A large number of publications have also been realized around the CSFs topic. The CSFs
can be assimilated to guidelines, outlining several characteristics, under various perspectives,
to ensure a successful ERP implementation.
Research conducted in this thesis
Two problems are addressed in this thesis. The first goal of the thesis is to achieve a clear
and accurate vision of ERP implementation related topics. Such an accurate overview of the
existing concepts and methodologies is needed before trying to add or improve any aspect of
the methodologies. The second goal is to investigate the currently available methodologies, and
try to determine if they can be improved through modeling tasks, and if so, in which ways.
This thesis is thus divided into two main parts. The first part proposes a detailed state of
the art, around various ERP implementation topics. The meaning of the generic term ERP, its
origins and main characteristics are investigated, as well the various research topics addressed
about ERP implementations. The various life-cycle structures for ERP implementations avail-
able in the literature, as well as several reference works on CSFs are also analyzed. The second
part of the thesis proposes an integrated methodology, based on the observations from the state
of the art, which synthesizes the previous findings and tries to improve the existing methodolo-
gies under various modeling perspectives.
The research methodology to find relevant information for the state of the art will be to
use several online repositories for high-quality publications, such as the IEEE, Emerald, Ais-
net, Elsevier, Sciencedirect or Springer, by using keywords such as ‘ERP’, ‘implementation’,
‘methodology’, ‘modeling’, and other keywords that could be found to be relevant during the
analysis. Google will also be used to find relevant articles describing the ERP situation in the
market and the major ERP software vendors. An analysis of the produced state of the art will
then be conducted to outline synthesized findings on every topic. A unified life-cycle will be
drawn, along with critical success factors for successful ERP implementations. Then the first
stages of the methodology will be analyzed in more details, providing modeling improvements
for the beginning of the project.
The focus about modeling improvements will mostly be oriented toward goal modeling and
business process modeling, as these ones were neglected in the commercial methodology available
for this work, namely the ‘SAP Business One Accelerated Implementation Program’. The pro-
posed improvements will be drawn from observations and other modeling techniques reviewed
in the state of the art. Every proposed modeling improvement will use a specific language,
detailed in the corresponding section.
Contents of this work
The rest of this document is organized as follows : the first part presents a detailed state of the
art of various aspects related to ERP implementations. The two first sections present the context
of ERP software, by first addressing its origins, characteristics and major vendors. Section 3
presents the various life-cycles, followed by section 4 with the critical success factors. The last
sections of the state of the art address the modeling and performance concerns, respectively in
sections 5 and 6.
3
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The second part of the thesis presents the proposed methodology and improvements based
on the synthesis of the state of the art. Section 7 reviews the existing life-cycles and proposes
a unified life-cycle. Section 8 reviews the critical success factors. Section 9 presents general
conclusions about modeling concerns, and sections 10 and 11 address the concrete modeling
improvements for the first part of an ERP implementation project. Section 12 then presents an
illustration example of the proposed methodology for the first stages of ERP implementation
projects.
This document is finally concluded in section 13, with a discussion about the advantages of
the proposed methodology, the limitations of this thesis, and tracks for future research.
4
Part I
ERP Implementation Methodologies :
a State of the Art.
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Section 1 :
The origins of ERP software
Content : This section will explain where the term ERP comes from, and try
to define the main features of ERP software. Finally we address the position
of this kind of software in context with COTS software in general.
1.1 A definition of ERP
There are many different definitions for the term ERP but there is however little consensus
around it. A definition from the encyclopedia of production and manufacturing management
says that ERP is ‘a term associated with a multi-module software for managing and controlling
a broad set of activities that helps a manufacturer or other businesses’ [SWA04]. ‘Typically,
Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) are software packages composed of several modules provid-
ing cross-organization integration of data through embedded business processes’ [EST99]. Klaus,
Rosemann and Gable expose in [KLA2K] the difficulties to come to a broadly agreed definition
of ERP systems, and present the various existing definitions and meanings behind the term
‘ERP’.
Usually, ‘ERP’ is a term designating a class of packaged application providing integration
of data throughout the entire set of business processes of the enterprise, and customizable to
suit the enterprise needs. It allows the enterprise to seamlessly integrate, manage and control
each business process. Another particularity of ERP software is that data must be entered only
once in the system, and automatically made available throughout the whole enterprise system.
High functionality is also ‘one of the main differentiators of ERP’ [KLA2K], as these software
packages are meant to support most, if not all the business functions of an enterprise.
1.2 From MRP to ERP
ERP software derived from material requirements planning (MRP), then Manufacturing
Resource Planning (MRP-II) [KLA2K, SWA04, POR06]. Material resource planning software
(MRP) were basically automated systems calculating the materials needed in stock, in order to
produce a certain quantity of finished goods, based on the master production schedule (MPS).
Around the early 1980s, MRP software gained quite a good reputation throughout production
companies, and then were expanded to include more functionalities. MRP became company-
wide systems, used to plan and control almost every resource of an organization. Because it
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became so different, a new term emerged : manufacturing resource planning. (MRP-II)
MRP-II continued to evolve and became enterprise resource planning (ERP), as it was first
called so by the Gartner Group of Stamford, Connecticut, USA. [POR06]
Enterprise Resource Planning software are business software packages that support daily
business operations and decision making. These packages can integrate and automate basically
all the processes of a company.[POR06]
The ERP software is meant to handle the data of every possible business unit of the company,
such as financial and accounting, human resource, manufacturing, supply chain, to customer
relationship information. It provides the employees with all the necessary data to manage and
control the business processes all along the processes chain, right to the final delivery to the
customer. It ‘allows a quick flow of information through the supply chain and provides centralized
or de-centralized accounting functions with the ability to do activity-based costing’ [SWA04].
1.3 ERP systems as a subset of COTS systems
ERP software are not developed from scratch in organizations, these software consist in a
subset of what is more usually called the commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) software.
These are packaged solutions proposed by different vendors, and basically sold as-is. COTS
software have precise functionalities, and are provided by an external company. Because each
organization is different, the amount of customization will vary for each implementation project,
to be the most accurate to the business processes of the enterprise.
COTS software must not be confused with reuse software. While COTS software and reuse
software share similar benefits and risks factors, COTS software components are more a subset
of reuse software components [ABT97]. The main differences between the two types of software
are :
• reuse components are not necessarily able to operate as stand-alone entities.
• reuse software is generally acquired internally within the software developing organization.
• reuse software usually requires access to the source code, whereas COTS components
access to the source code is rare.
ERP software is a COTS software in itself, because it is composed of various modules inter-
acting with each other to integrate the entire process chain of the enterprise. But it is generally
provided without any access to the source code, published by an external vendor and capable
of operating as a stand-alone entity. As a result of ERP software being a subset of COTS
software, generic off-the-shelf requirements engineering processes can be used as a basis to elicit
the requirements of ERP software, as seen in [DAN03]
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Section 2 :
ERP Software Typicals
Content : In the preceding section, we addressed the origins and historical
context of ERP software solutions. This chapter will be oriented towards the
existing solutions nowadays, their most commonly implemented modules, why
ERP software can help enterprises and how. It will also present the major
ERP vendors in the market.
2.1 ERP typical modules and functions
This section will address the most commonly seen modules (or business functions) in ERP
software, as well as some special functionalities often implemented to enhance the business
processes in these application domains.
Many ERP software vendors decline their solutions in modules to elicit the various supported
functions. SAP, Compiere, or Microsoft for example, use that approach to present their ERP
software solutions. On another hand, some other major vendors prefer to define their ERP
solutions as a set of various applications which can be integrated with each other, letting the
user choose which departments need the help of the software, thus avoiding a typical One Size
Fits All solution. Infor Global Solutions is one of such vendors [EI08a].
Figure 2.1: Compiere Capabilities, as shown in [COM08b]
ERP software can be used to support many processes in the enterprise, but one of the
problems to differentiate the various offers is that the terms used to define these processes vary
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from one vendor to another. there is no global terminology to name the modules or business
functions supported. An attempt et presenting this problem is illustrated in Appendix A, where
the software solution SAP Business One (SAP BO) is opposed to Compiere and Microsoft NAV.
For example, the process of procurement, which ‘covers the business process used for creating
purchase orders, processing invoices received from vendors, and generating payments’ [COM08b],
takes three different names in these solutions. Only one difference is really noticeable about
these main modules : the lack of project management support for SAP BO. Otherwise all the
main processes such as Financial Management, Human Resources Management, Sales, Purchase
or Production are supported by the various solutions, under different names.
2.2 Various architectures for ERP software
About the various types of architectures for ERP software, two main possibilities are avail-
able. Either on a platform independent (or dependent in some cases) client application or, fol-
lowing the growing philosophy of Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA), stored on a web space,
simplifying the possible installation or architecture problems in the customer’s enterprise. For
example, Compiere proposes the two solutions for its ERP software [COM08a], while SAP pro-
poses one client-server based solution (namely SAP Business One) and one web-based solution
(SAP ByDesign) for SMEs.
In [BRE05], the authors go even further about the ERP architecture and propose a dis-
tributed architecture based on web services and peer-to-peer network technology. Starting
by pointing out the flaws of the conventional solutions, such as a high customization, heavy
hardware costs, or limitations in functionalities for Mini-ERP systems, such as SAP Business
One [BRE05], they come to the conclusions that classical ERP solutions are inappropriate,
and propose a new concept, not only based on web services, which are commonly used now in
Software as a Service (SaaS) ERP solutions, but also on peer-to-peer technology. This would
give such ERP software some important properties such as components being both servers and
clients, Scalability, autonomy and decentralization, which would drastically lower the total cost
of ownership for SMEs.
Except for the ‘peer-to-peer’ aspect, Application Service Provider (ASP) or Software as a
Service (SaaS) exist on the market and are more and more widespread among SMEs. The
main characteristics of SaaS ERP solutions are the access to the various modules through an
internet connection and web-based interface. This allows the SMEs to pay on-demand and
not for a software which would only be used at a third of its capabilities. Furthermore, it
simplifies the implementation on a technological approach, both on the hardware and security
costs, because the components and server are hosted by the vendor, seriously lowering the total
cost of ownership for the customer [EI08c]. Many vendors also decline their solution in SaaS
nowadays. For example SAP ByDesign is the SaaS ERP software solution from SAP.
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2.3 Major ERP Software Vendors
Listing all the ERP vendors would go beyond the scope of the thesis. Instead, each following
subsection will present one of the major ERP vendor on the market, and one of its main
solutions.
2.3.1 SAP
According to the main website of the company, Systems Applications and Products in Data
Processing (the former name of SAP) was founded in 1972 by five former IBM employees. [SAP07]
Their first objective was to develop standard application software for real-time business process-
ing. Their first release was mostly based on what would become later their Financial Accounting
module, and called the R/1 System. About ten years later, the R/2 system is created and SAP
continues to grow rapidly, to finally change its name to SAP AG, which is the present name of
the company.
For more than ten years, SAP has been leading the ERP market for Large Enterprises with
its SAP R/3 ERP solution, which is now called SAP Business Suite. Nowadays, SAP tries to
invest the SMEs market share, by developing new ERP products such as SAP Business One,
their first solution designed specifically for SMEs, or SAP Business All-in-One which could be
defined as the intermediary solution between medium and big enterprises, and more recently
SAP Business ByDesign, their Software as a Service (SaaS) ERP solution.
2.3.2 Oracle
Oracle is the most important competitor against SAP as a world leader in ERP software
solutions. Not only they have a strong experience in database management systems, but they
also make several acquisitions every year in order to increase their market share. One of the
most noticeable being the acquisition of PeopleSoft in January, 2005, which itself had acquired
J.D. Edwards the year before, both being active ERP vendors among the market[ORACLE08].
The most important ERP solution from Oracle is the Oracle E-business Suite,which is com-
posed of nearly 150 modules, and has been declined in a version for SMEs at the beginning of
the year 2003. They also have their hosted solution, named Oracle On Demand, and propose a
methodology for faster implementation, named Oracle Accelerate.
2.3.3 Infor Global Solution
Infor Global Solutions, created in 2002, acquired several companies, including Baan (former
important ERP vendor), and is now one of the most important ERP vendors, actually the
third behind SAP and Oracle [EW08b]. Infor global solution offers several software line of
products instead of offering one or two major solutions. Beside the usual ERP products, like for
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example Infor ERP LN, Infor offers specific software solutions for Enterprise Asset Management
(EAM), Customer Relationship Management (CRM), Financial Management System (FMS),
just to mention some of it.
Several ERP solutions are proposed on the Infor website, going from their most general,
largest solution, namely Infor ERP LN, to more industry-specific software such as Infor ERP
TRANS4M, for automotive manufacturers, or Infor ERP Adage designed specifically to meet
the needs of process industries such as Food and Beverage, Chemical, or Pharmaceutical for
example [INF08]. As a result, Infor Global Solutions offers several verticalized solutions, with
pre-customized solutions, and shorter implementation times [EI08a].
2.3.4 Microsoft Dynamics
Microsoft Dynamics, formerly Microsoft Business Solutions, is the line of software for business
solutions by Microsoft. Their main advantage is the high integration possibilities with other
Microsoft software, such as the Office Suite, mail clients, or even the operating system itself.
They propose Financial management systems solutions with Microsoft Dynamics AX, CRM
solutions with Microsoft Dynamics CRM, and ERP software solutions with Microsoft Dynamics
NAV (formerly named Navision, from the name of the original editor which was bought back
by Microsoft [EI08b]) [MSD08].
2.3.5 Open Source Software - Compiere
There is a list of several hundreds of open source solutions available on the market, but
this document can not detail all of them. The interested reader could refer to [OEG08] for an
exhaustive list of Open Source ERP software solutions. Among the most famous open source
ERP software, we can cite Compiere, Openbravo, Opentaps, Adempiere, TinyERP, Postbooks,
xTuple, or Neogia.
The most famous among them is Compiere, even if, on a strict open source point of view,
the software has some detractors, because it relies on the Oracle database – which is not open
source – and in some sort lost its contact with the community around it [EW08a]. This led
to the creation of a spin-off ERP software solution : Adempiere, which is meant to be more
community-driven and open source-oriented than its former version. The first actions being to
enable an open source database support, namely Postgresql, and build a fresh, new open source
community around it.
Compiere, on the other hand, has successfully managed to gather a large community, and to
establish a strong network of implementation partners world-wide. Anyway, due to the problem
stated previously, Compiere is more now a hybrid software between open source and commercial
products than a strict open source software [OEG08].
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Section 3 :
Life-cycle of an ERP project
Content : Before describing the main concerns for every stage of an ERP
implementation project, the various definitions of the life-cycles must be ad-
dressed. This chapter will cover the main representations for ERP implemen-
tations projects, and the several stages composing the life-cycles on both the
academic and the commercial point-of-view, through the analysis of the aca-
demic literature, and the implementation program for SAP Business One.
While numerous researches have been made about unification on other topics, such as
the ERP implementations Critical Success Factors (CSFs) for example, little has been done to
unify the implementation methodologies used in ERP projects and the several stages composing
the life-cycle. Instead, each vendor or consultancy enterprise comes with its own strategy, with
various criteria.[HEC04]
These methodologies divide the life-cycle of an ERP software in several steps going from the
very first beginning to the end of the project, but even the project definitions, beginning and
ending milestones vary for every life-cycle. The differences are many : when is the beginning,
before the choice of the future software or once the software is chosen ? How many steps can be
elicitated, and when can the project be considered as achieved ? Before analyzing deeper the
various phases of the implementation and their composition, it is important to have a global
vision of the life-cycle of an ERP implementation project. The rest of this chapter will present
the various ERP life-cycle models presented in the academic literature, followed by the life-cycle
used for SAP Business One implementations.
3.1 Process-oriented ERP life-cycle model from Markus and
Tanis
One of the first and most renowned life-cycles for ERP implementation project was proposed
by Markus and Tanis (2000). Their life-cycle is divided in four steps [MAR2K].
Figure 3.1: The ERP life-cycle from Markus and Tanis (2000)
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1. The Chartering Phase.
This phase contains the activities which lead to the beginning of the project, mainly the
Business Case, the adoption of a precise ERP software solution and the budgetization of
the project.
2. The Project Phase
This phase leads to the system ‘up and running into one or more business units’ [MAR2K].
This phase takes a lot of time because many important points are taken in consideration
during this stage. The main configuration, integration, testing and data management are
done during this phase, and even the first users training start here.
3. The Shakedown Phase
This phase is the cooldown phase, going from the time the ERP is live to the moment the
whole organization get used to it enough to ‘normal operations’ or ‘routine use’ under the
terms of [MAR2K]. Most bugfixing is done during this phase, and while the first issues
are resolved, new problems can arise during this phase.
4. The Onward and Upward Phase
This last phase is going from the moment the organization got used to the system live on
production, to the moment it is replaced or upgraded. Many things have already been
done at this point, and the essential is now to improve the process where it is still possible,
or give the users some more training. This is the phase where the enterprise must realize
the major part of the ‘business benefits, if any’ [MAR2K].
3.2 ERP stages from Ross and Vitale
[ROS2K] is another of the first academic papers addressing ERP implementation stages, it
compares the ERP implementation to ‘the journey of a prisoner escaping from an island prison’
[ROS2K]. These stages are illustrated in Figure 3.2 and detailed as follows :
Figure 3.2: ‘Stages in the ERP Journey’ from [ROS2K]
1. The approach : ERP design
First stage of the life-cycle, comprising ‘two important decisions, one about process change
and another about process standardization’ [ROS2K]. The ERP software must be config-
ured to the enterprise needs, and the enterprise should choose the best ways to adapt its
organization to the software, or the other way round.
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2. The dive : Implementation
The installation of the software in the relevant business units, or the entire organization,
introducing major organizational change, and ultimately the Go-live.
3. Resurfacing : Stabilization
A period ‘immediately following implementation’, during which the enterprise attempts to
‘clean its processes and data and adjust to the new environment’.
4. Swimming : Continuous improvement
Following stabilization, enterprises enter ‘a stage in which they are adding functionality
through new modules or bolt-ons from third-party vendors.’ This is the stage during which
enterprises are supposed to realize significant operating benefits.
5. Transformation :
Last stage of this life-cycle, the transformation is the future of the system, ahead of the
continuous improvement. During this stage, the enterprise top management anticipates
the next important stages in the IT system and the enterprise structure, with major
evolutions for its ERP software, or for the enterprise organization.
3.3 Process management life-cycle
In [POR06] is presented a life-cycle oriented towards the business processes of the enterprise.
It introduces a process management life-cycle which will be exposed in this section. The ERP
implementation project life-cycle starts when an organization realizes the need for ERP systems,
which leads to the vendor selection process. A solution is chosen to suit the needs of the
enterprise.
Figure 3.3: Process-oriented ERP life-cycle
Then the organization will have to decide on the implementation approach. This will include
for example a reflection about going for a big-bang type implementation, or a phased type
implementation like, for example, one business unit after another. The implementation of the
process in itself then begins. It is divided in several steps, as shown in figure 3.3.
This methodology is centered around the business processes of the enterprise all the way
from the very beginning of the project to the monitoring phase. Right after the choice has
been made about the implementation approach, starts the identification phase which is crucial.
During this phase, the purpose is to identify which processes will require the most improvement
or reengineering to be the most effective and take the most advantage out of the ERP software.
Process Identification
Several ways exist to identify the most important processes to be reengineered or improved.
One of these mechanisms is to compare the need to reorganize in regard to the value of the
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process, and classify the processes into four subsets as shown in Figure 3.4[POR06].
Figure 3.4: Value of Process Vs Need to Reorganize
Another one proposed by Davenport in [DAV93], as cited in [POR06] use similar criteria, but
adds the notion of ‘steps’ to the method. The first step should be to list all the major processes
in the organization, then to clearly define the limits of each of these processes. Thirdly, the
strategic relevance of these processes must be determined, and their health must be analysed.
Finally, the background, cultural and political implications of each of these processes should
be qualified, and only the processes filtered out as unhealthy will be taken in consideration for
reengineering. [POR06, page 8]
The most important processes can also be selected in regard to their impact on the strate-
gic goals of the enterprise. By identifying the strategic goals of the considered enterprise, and
deriving the Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) that will help achieving these objectives, the
implementation team is available to determine the most important processes to take into ac-
count. The more KPIs are impacted by the process, the more attention it will need. The KPIS
are performance indicators which can be used to measure the performance of a given process.
This topic will be described in more details further in this document.
Process Modeling
After the process has been identified, the next phase of the implementation is the modeling
phase. During this phase, we model the current process of the enterprise. The modeling of the
current process, namely the as-is process, should not be neglected. Not only it gives everyone
a common vision of the processes, but it can also be used as a basis to model the to-be process,
and to verify its completeness afterward.
Process Analysis
The process can then be analysed in the next phase. During the identification phase, the
processes which needed reengineering were identified. The analysis goes further, and points out
all the problems in the various steps of the process itself. These problems can then be measured
in terms of impact and seriousness on the enterprise, and potential solutions can begin to be
imagined to get to the transformation phase.
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Process Transformation
The process transformation phase can then begin. There are several ways to improve the
business processes of an enterprise. Kalakota and Robinson identify three dimensions to be
taken in consideration : the degree of digitisation, the scope of the process integration, and the
types of interaction that go on during the process. [POR06]
They also identify three categories for the transformation process execution. The efforts
in the reengineering could be focused on process improvement, which are the first kind of
improvement that people may think about. This involves reducing the time between the different
steps, or the number of steps during the process, adapting the process with the new system in
order to reduce the overall cost and time of the process. On the other hand, the focus can be
put on the strategic improvement of processes, which does not stop at reducing the end-to-end
time of a process, but also try to reduce or modify the life-cycle of much bigger processes among
the enterprise [POR06]. It could be for example to modify the way the orders are made, in
order to center the strategic process on the customer, and not on the enterprise stock. And at
last, the final way to undertake the transformation process is business transformation, which
means changing the way the industry as a whole operates[POR06]. This last way to execute
the transformation is far more rare though, and goes beyond the usual ERP implementation
projects.
Process Implementation
Two different points of view can be considered for the process implementation phase. These
are the ‘organizational’, and ‘information technology’ view [POR06]. The organizational point
of view is focused on the various people involved in the process, and how convenient is the
process with their way to execute it. On the other hand, the information technology point of
view focuses on the new infrastructure needed for the new implementation of the system. For
example, it can be developing addons for the ERP software or tailoring it to specific needs which
are not included into the base package.
The implementation process uses the results from the preceding stages to replace the older
processes with the new ones, either directly or more smoothly, according to the previously
defined implementation strategy. New issues could possibly occur during this stage, but most
potential problems should have been addressed earlier and thus avoided in this stage. This
should result in an implementation process as smooth as possible, with only minor issues. The
only new problems which could occur during this stage of the implementation should be precise
problems, posing minor threats and quickly solved, to finally obtain a satisfying, ‘frozen’ state
of the system [POR06].
Process monitoring and control
The last stage of this process management life-cycle is the Process monitoring and control.
During the process monitoring, a special attention should be turned at benchmarking the new
processes regarding the most significant key performance indicators (KPIs). One of the impor-
tant KPIs is the work time vs. idle time [POR06]. The benchmarking period can last various
amounts of time, but at the end of a predefined period, the KPI must cope with the desired
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goal in the strategic vision of the enterprise. Otherwise, the end of the monitoring and control
phase can match with the beginning of a new life cycle.
3.4 ERP life-cycle model from Somers and Nelson
In [SOM04], Somers and Nelson present a process view of ERP implementations, based on the
ERP implementation framing from [RAJ02]. This life-cycle for ERP implementation projects
is based on the six stages of IT implementations projects from [KWO87] and [COO90]. This
six-stage model is shown in Figure 3.5
Figure 3.5: ERP project life cycle stages from [SOM04]
The details of the six stages are :
1. Initiation : First stage of the life-cycle, during which a match between the enterprise
needs and IT solution must be found. ‘Active and/or passive scanning of organizational
problems/opportunities and IT solutions are undertaken’ [COO90].
2. Adoption : During this stage, negotiations should be conducted to determine the resources
to be dedicated to the project. The investment decisions and cost-benefits analysis related
to the implementation should be carried out during this stage.
3. Adaptation : The ERP software is being installed in the enterprise, the enterprise data
is being transferred, and either the software will be adapted to the enterprise, or the
enterprise process changed to match the software. The user training also takes place during
this stage, and a certain ‘resistance should be observed due to the ‘inertia’ associated with
using the previous system’ [RAJ02].
4. Acceptance : Continuous improvements are made to the system, which ‘become increas-
ingly available for use in the organization’ [RAJ02]. By the end of this stage, the software
should be ‘available for organizational work’ [COO90].
5. Routinization : The usage of the system ‘becomes a regular day-to-day activity’ [RAJ02].
The system has been installed in the enterprise and the user accepted the system, now
becoming a part of the organization.
6. Infusion : ‘The system is used to enhance the performance of the organization’ [RAJ02].
During this stage, the ERP system is used at its full potential across all needed business
units.
3.5 Esteves and Pastor ERP life-cycle framework
Esteves and Pastor’s works such as [EST99, EST07] use another framework structured in
phases and dimensions (see Figure 3.6).
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Figure 3.6: The ERP life-cycle framework from Esteves and Pastor
Not only this framework addresses the various stages of an ERP implementation, but it
also considers four dimensions, or viewpoints, to analyze the implementation. The structure
of this framework is different from the others, not only because of the phases, different in
each framework, but also because of the dimensional aspects, taking into account the points of
view during the implementation project. [EST99] describes in details the various phases and
dimensions of the framework, as well as the various research issues related to it. The summary
of these phases and dimensions will be presented in the next two subsections, and is mostly
based on the descriptions found in Esteves and Pastor works.
3.5.1 Phases of the life-cycle
1. Adoption decision phase :
This phase is mostly oriented towards the enterprise. The managers of the enterprise must
define the goals and the system requirements, as well as analyze the future objectives and
benefits they want to achieve in their enterprise with the help of the ERP software, both
on a technical and an organizational point of view.
2. Acquisition phase :
During this phase, the solution will be selected according to the requirements of the
enterprise defined in the previous phase, in order to minimize the customization. The
enterprise will also choose a consulting company to help them in the next implementation
phases. A contract agreement must be signed, and the authors also recommend to make
an analysis of the return on investment of the selected product.
3. Implementation phase :
During this phase, the selected product will be customized and adapted to the specific
needs and constraints of the enterprise, with the help of the consulting company.
4. Use and maintenance phase :
The enterprise start using the product, gaining some benefits from it, and the maintenance
begins, by correcting the last problems and making special optimizations to the various
implemented processes.
5. Evolution phase :
More functionalities will be integrated into the ERP system during this phase, improving
various business units among the enterprise.
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6. Retirement phase :
This phase begins when the enterprise wishes to change the ERP solution, because it
does not suit the enterprise needs anymore and the only possible solution is to substitute
it with another information system. [EST07] shows that this phase is not of critical
interest for the research. No publication has been made on this topic at this time, indeed
it is unlikely that an ERP solution successfully implemented in an enterprise would be
completely replaced, considering the resources invested in such projects.
3.5.2 Dimensions of the life-cycle
The interesting aspect of this framework is in the dimensions, or points of view, spanning the
entire ERP implementation process. These viewpoints are indeed rarely modeled in the other
frameworks.
Dimensions of the ERP life-cycle
1. Product :
This focuses on the particular solution considered. A deep understanding of the software
solution is needed to correctly implement it, to make the best possible alignment with the
enterprise business processes, and achieve the goals intended by the enterprise.
2. Process :
Each organization has its own requirements which need to be supported by the ERP
system. An important part of the investment will be spent on the process reengineering
for the ERP solution to match the best possible way the organization processes.
3. People :
This one is another important viewpoint. The main actors of the project will be the
people using the software, and their feeling about the ERP. The way they will use it and
adapt to it will be of top importance all along the project.
4. Change management :
This dimension ‘tries to ensure the acceptance and readiness of the new system, allowing
the organization to get the benefits of its use’ [EST99]. The change management refers to
the knowledge needed to make the adaptation smoothly, and within due time and cost.
3.6 Another ERP implementation life-cycle
In [SOJ07], another framework is used in order to classify a list of critical success factors
(CSFs) into the various stages of an ERP software implementation. In this work, the differences
between the various existing life-cycle models are stressed as well as the number of phases varying
for everyone of them. Then the author proposes a framework capturing all the various phases
of an ERP implementation project. The phases are organized as follow :
1. Project Organization
2. Training how to manage a company with the use of ERP system
3. Enterprise Analysis
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4. Implementation Design
5. Training on ERP system use
6. Detailed project planning
7. Pilot implementation
8. System start
9. Post implementation review
The contents of the various phases are self-explanatory, but the interested reader can find
all the details for every implementation phase in [SOJ07].
3.7 Life-cycle from the SAP group for SAP Business One
The life-cycle to be used as a reference by SAP consultants is provided by the SAP group
on the SAP PartnerEdge Portal. This life-cycle is twofold. The first part is the SAP Business
One Sales Cycle Navigator and is designed to cover every aspect prior to the implementation,
from the initial contact to the contract signature. The second part is more comparable to
the preceding life-cycles, as it represents the methodology recommended by SAP for an easier
implementation of their solution. Combined together, these two life-cycles form the entire
methodology to sell and implement the SAP Business One ERP solution.
It should be noted to the reader’s attention that the life-cycles presented thereafter have
been studied as of June, 2008, and have been slightly modified since then. The life-cycles, tools
and methodologies from the SAP group are continuously updated on a regular basis.
3.7.1 SAP Business One Sales Cycle
This first of the two life-cycles to be considered while implementing SAP Business One in an
enterprise contains six main stages lettered from A to F, and two additional steps. The first of
these two steps is the presentation of the consultant to the customer, to be done before anything
else, and the last one represents the Accelerated Implementation Program of the next section.
The six main stages of the Sales Cycle Navigator (See Figure 3.7) contains all the tasks that
should be concluded before a contract agreement, and the start of the implementation project
in the enterprise.
Figure 3.7: SAP Business One Sales Cycle Navigator
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Even if more ‘marketing-oriented’ than the Accelerated Implementation Program itself, the
SAP Business One Sales Cycle contains some useful information and important tasks, which
makes it important to take into account for a successful implementation of the ERP solution.
The purpose of the six main stages of the sales cycle is to sell the solution to the prospect, but
in order to do so, this cycle contains several tasks which will help the consultant to determine
whether or not the solution is adapted to the enterprise needs.
1. Evaluation phase : stages F and E, namely need assessment and feasibility understand-
ing, aimed at determining the enterprise situation, and if the solution is adapted to the
customer’s needs.
2. Solution selling : stages D and C, project start and evaluation, aimed at building a personal
solution to the enterprise needs and determining the advantages of the ERP solution over
the AS-IS system.
3. Decision making : stages B and A, Decision justification and approval agreement, aimed
at persuading the customer that the proposed solution is the best for him and obtain a
contract agreement.
3.7.2 SAP Business One Accelerated Implementation Program
In December, 2007 was released on the SAP PartnerEdge portal, Documentation Resource
Center section, the SAP Business One Accelerated Implementation Program 2.0 (ASAP Busi-
ness One). This is the adaptation for SAP Business One of the ASAP methodology used with
the SAP Business suite (formerly named SAP R/3). This section will expose the life-cycle
considered in this methodology.
At first glance, an SAP Business One implementation project using ASAP Business One
spans the project among five phases (see figure 3.8). These phases are composed of various
milestones and tasks to be done, which will be summarized in the phases descriptions.
Figure 3.8: SAP Business One Implementation Guide
1. Project Preparation
This phase must provide initial planning and preparation for the project. It is in this
step that the stakeholders identify and plan the primary focus areas in the considered
enterprise, as well as delivering a first preliminary version on a test system.
2. Business Blueprint
The purpose of this phase will be to achieve a common understanding of how SAP Business
One will precisely help the enterprise to improve each business processes for which the
solution will be implemented in the enterprise. The main issues addressed in this section
are to elicit the requirements among the business units of the organization, as well as to
identify and analyze the various business processes. Furthermore, the original goals must
be refined to adapt the schedule consequently. The SAP group even define this step as
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the moment to ‘Create a Business Blueprint to serve as a technical and functional guide
during the subsequent phases of the SAP Business One implementation project’. [SAP08]
3. Project Realization
This phase will realize all the previous modeling and analysis, in order to implement the
business process and the technical requirements defined earlier. The various configurations
are validated and updated, unit and integration tests are conducted.
4. Final Preparation
This phase is meant to get the various users used to the new system after the realization,
and prepare the ERP to be released for production. The final system tests are conducted,
as well as the last slight issues that could still occur. In the meantime, the administrators
and the end users are trained.
5. Go-Live and Support
This phase will see the monitoring and control of the business processes, the support for
the production environment, and still, some more optimization on the information system
performance, where it is still possible.
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Section 4 :
Critical Success Factors in ERP
Implementation
Content : Every enterprise willing to adopt a new ERP software with maxi-
mum efficiency and minimal costs must keep in mind several important factors.
Such factors are called Critical Success Factors (CSFs), and are mandatory in
order to implement ERP software within a minimal time, and a minimal cost.
This chapter will cover the main CSFs found in the literature and the various
ways used to categorize them.
4.1 Critical Success Factors in ERP implementation projects
within SMEs
Now that we have a global vision of the life-cycles used during ERP software implemen-
tations, and before detailing the modeling or the performance aspects, we must address the
Critical Success Factors. Indeed, many aspects of the methodologies for ERP implementations
in major enterprises must be adapted for implementations in SMEs, mainly for cost and time
reasons. Modeling, for example, is one of such aspects, but this will be detailed later. The main
concerns to successfully implement ERP software are the same in Small, Medium, or Large
industries though. These concerns must not be confused with the objectives or the Key Perfor-
mance Indicators (KPIs) because neither they are precise goals or the enterprise, nor they are
measurable indicators for the implemented processes. Instead, the CSFs can be perceived as
general guidelines, to be used either during the whole implementation, or more centered around
one or two stages of the implementations.
Many researches and studies have been made about the critical success factors for ERP
implementation, for example [HOL99, EST2K, MAR2K, NLK01, SOM01, SOM04, ZHA03,
ZHA05]. Many CSF models have even been proposed in order to classify them, or unify them
in some ways, but there is no general consensus yet about which CSFs are the most relevant
success factors along the whole implementation. This chapter will cover the most cited CSFs,
as well as various frameworks designed to classify them. The chapter will finally be concluded
with an insight on the CSFs use in the ASAP for Business One methodology.
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4.2 Strategical and Tactical Success Factors
The Strategical and Tactical Critical Success Factors framework proposed by Holland and
Light [HOL99] was one of the first models used to regroup and classify the major concerns
during an ERP software implementation process. This model has been fairly referenced in
further studies.
The Critical Success Factors model proposed by Holland and Light classifies the CSFs in
two categories : the strategical success factors and the tactical success factors. While both
types of factors have similar importance, the strategical factors are the ones to keep in mind at
the beginning of the process, while the tactical success factors gain importance throughout the
progress of the implementation (see Figure 4.1).
Figure 4.1: A Critical Success Factors model with strategic and tactical factors, from [HOL99]
4.3 Further works : more perspectives for CSFs
The CSFs from this model were among the first to be identified, but many more have emerged
since then. Several possible ways to arrange them have been found, like in [WIE06, p130] where
three other possible dimensions are cited :
• Internal vs. External factors,
on whether the CSF is related to the client or on the vendor and the relation between
these two.
• Static vs. Dynamic factors,
with a distinction on the nature of the CSF, whether it represents a characteristic or a
status, or if it expresses an activity.
• Organizational vs. Technical,
whether the focus of the CSF is aimed at the organization of the enterprise, or on the
technical level.
Among further works, the unified model proposed by Esteves and Pastor [EST2K], following
a grounded theory research method, resulted in a more sophisticated matrix, presenting a
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few more CSFs, arranged in two dimensions : Strategic vs. Technical and Technological vs.
Organizational. A presentation of this CSF unified model is illustrated in Figure 4.2
Figure 4.2: Unified CSF model [EST2K]
As the studies were progressing on the ERP implementation CSFs matter, it appeared that
organizational aspects were considered to be more important than strategical ones [EST2K],
the sustained management support being among the most critical CSFs [HOL99, EST2K].
4.4 Contextual Success Factors
Apart from the general success factors, researches have proved that the context is also very
important for a successful ERP implementation. (e.g. [ZHA03, EST03]). These studies tend to
prove that three more factors must be considered :
• Power distance, which represents the way power is perceived in the organization, in regard
to the status of the employees in the organization hierarchy.
• Uncertainty avoidance, which is the level to which an organization is ready to be confident
in a project containing ambiguous or uncertain aspects.
• Individualism/Collectivism, depending on the culture of the organization considered, em-
ployees will be more or less independant to each other, focusing the importance on the
autonomy of a person, or on his importance with respect to a group.
The impact of these specific factors, proposed by Hofstede in 1991 [HOF91], may not be as
important as the other more critical factors, but the way people in the organization will react
to the ERP implementation project also has consequences. For example, [EST03] relates an
ERP implementation project in Portugal, where power distance had a significant importance.
Conflicts appeared between senior managers, everyone attempting to impose their view of the
project in order to influence their own carriers, and each manager communicated his vision to
his subordinates, resulting in even more conflicts of interest. This study also showed a high
uncertainty throughout the whole project, people in the middle and top management feared to
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lose their jobs consequently to the implementation. There were consequences to this fear, such
as delaying decision-making meetings to delay the entire project, or a lack of participation in
some tasks. Furthermore, the kind of ‘familial’ work relationships also brought up some various
problems about the confidence between employees and their managers. Employees began to
have a lack of trust in their manager, not really knowing where the new ERP software could
lead them, and fearing for their jobs.
Other studies such as [ZHA03] or [WWW03] note that the best practice designed in vendor’s
implementation methods often reflects European or US industry practices, and do not always
cope with other markets such as, for example, the asian market. In [ZHA03], the author points
out the notion of collectivism which is really important in chinese industries, or the clash level
of the culture embedded in the ERP package with the customer’s organizational culture, which
points out the difference in needs of information for the top management, which is a critical
matter for western countries, and far less important in China [ZHA03, 4.10].
4.5 Relative importance of the CSFs along the implementation
process
Determining the critical success factors of an ERP implementation project is only the first
part. It is important to keep in mind the relevance of each CSF regarding the project phase we
are processing at a given time. In [NLK01, p. 290] for example, the authors tried to classify the
eleven CSFs they identified into the Markus and Tanis process-oriented ERP lifecycle model,
in order to define the place of each CSF in a project time life.
On the other hand, Somers and Nelson [SOM01] selected twenty-two CSFs to classify, by
the mean of a mailing of 700 surveys sent to specific enterprises in which ERP software was
being implemented, or was implemented. Following Somers and Nelson’s framework considering
six phases, namely the initiation, adoption, adaptation, acceptance, routinization and infusion,
they established a score for each CSF. The CSFs considered were then arranged by priority,
both for the entire project and for each separate phase. This allowed not only to determine
which CSFs are the most critical in ERP implementations, but also which factors are temporal,
i.e. significant in the implementation process for a particular period in time [SOM01]. The
study also shows that the most critical steps are situated at the beginning of the project, the
package selection itself and the preparation containing a lot of critical success factors to be
considered to ensure that the rest of the project would go on smoothly.
In 2001, Esteves and Pastor, who designed the unified CSF model [EST2K], tried to associate
a relevance of each success factor of their model in regard to the various stages of the ASAP
implementation methodology [EST01]. It has its own phases and documents, and the goal of
the study was to relate the CSFs defined in the unified model with the various processes of
the ASAP methodology. By coding the various factors and the implementation phases in a
matrix, they were able to derive the most critical success factors for each phase. They proposed
further research afterward, one of them being to identify the most critical process of the whole
implementation. They insist at the same time that this step should be done with information
provided by cases studies, and not only based in theoretical assumptions. [EST01, p. 6.]
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4.6 Use of CSFs in ASAP BO
This section will expose as an example the use of CSFs during the ASAP implementation
methodology for SAP Business One. Before going in the details of every stage, it is important
to note that SAP states that the program was developed based on the requirements of the North
American market [SAP08]. Indeed, numerous studies have been made to elicit the differences
among the contextual success factors across various countries, for example in China [ZHA03,
ZHA05]. Factors like Power Distance, Individualism, and Uncertainty avoidance are different
for each and every country considered. In countries like China, where foreign ERP vendors have
taken more than 90 percent of the ERP market share [ZHA05], the environmental and cultural
factors can seriously impact the success of the project, from the user satisfaction perspective,
or the organizational impact, for example.
Many CSFs are to be considered right at the beginning of the project, and for the whole
duration of the life-cycle. The project preparation is the first stage of the implementation in
Accelerated SAP for Business One, and logically this phase along with the business blueprint
phase should see most of the strategical success factors appearing as guidelines. For example,
there is a detailed team composition for each phase of the implementation. Table 4.1 represents
the team composition for the first stage of the life-cycle, which illustrates one of the common
critical success factors, namely the early inclusion of the end users to the project, and a good
composition of the implementation team, mixed with power users, and IT administrators on
the enterprise side [NLK01, ERP Teamwork and composition, table I, p288].
Team member Estimated Time Commitment
SAP Business One Project Manager 29.5 hours
SAP Business One Consultant 35 hours
SAP Business One Account Manager 26 hours
Client Project Manager 9.5 hours
Client IT Administrator 14 hours
Client Lead - Accounting 6 hours
Client Lead - Sales 6 hours
Client Lead - Operations 6 hours
Client Lead - Purchasing 6 hours
Client Lead - Logistics 6 hours
Client Lead - HR 6 hours
Client Executive Steering Committee (if applicable) 6 hours
Table 4.1: Project Preparation Team Members [SAP08]
Along with the team composition, documents and tasks to be concluded during each phase,
there is also a list of best practice recommendations corresponding to each stage, which seem at
first sight to be what’s most close to the CSF defined in this chapter. The next four subsections
will detail these best practice recommendations and elicit the various CSFs addressed for every
stage.
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4.6.1 Project Preparation best-practice recommendations
Some best practices for the first stage of the implementation are to explicitly confirm hard-
ware, software, and resource availability or to include sales team in kick-off meeting [SAP08],
which is a part of defining a global vision of the objectives, common to the organization and the
ERP implementation team. Another one is to encourage the client to create an executive steer-
ing committee in order to assure executive management of the support of the implementation
project, which can ensure a strong client investment in the project, which is also an important
CSF to successfully implement an ERP software [SOM01, top management awareness, support,
involvement in implementation duties, page 7].
4.6.2 Business Blueprint best-practice recommendations
This step consists in the best possible adequacy between the business processes or the re-
quirements of the enterprise, and the ERP software which will be implemented. In the best
practice recommendations for this phase, some more CSFs are outlined. The SAP group rec-
ommends to conduct both one-on-one and group workshops to detect individual requirements as
well as overlaps and dependencies between departments. This shows once again the impact of
a good coordination between the vendor and the enterprise, as well as a good communication
between the various business units. They also recommend to use the client’s chart of accounts
instead of creating a new one, in order to reduce the effort needed during the migration of the
data. This is the minimal customization CSF [SOM01]. Finally, the SAP group recommends
to make the client aware that even the slightest further modification to the business blueprint
which would be defined could have significant impact on cost, resources, and timeline of the
project. [SAP08]
4.6.3 Project Realization best-practice recommendations
Unsurprisingly, the first recommendation is to involve client functional leads constantly, as
it is also advised in most of the literature about the CSFs matter for ERP implementation, by
the means of words like team involvement, co-operation with supplier [SOJ07], interdepartemen-
tal communication, partnership with vendor [SOM01], or even Client consultation and Client
acceptance from the CSF model for ERP implementations from Holland et al [HOL99].
Apart from other technical recommendations, as well as recommendations designed specif-
ically for their solution, the SAP group also recommends for this step a minimal number of
changes to setup and scope, as it can have a serious impact on testing and training.
4.6.4 Final Preparation best-practice recommendations
The main best-practice recommendations for this phase do not specially refer to any CSF
except one of them, namely Communicate training and cut-over plan to all client stakeholders
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with an official, written announcement which refers once again to the clear communication
between the vendor and the client.
4.6.5 Go-Live and Support best-practice recommendations
Here again most of the job is done, and there is not a lot of CSFs to be pointed out now.
The only thing that could be noted is that the SAP group recommends to perform the Review
and Optimization Conference four to six weeks after project closing meeting. This in order to
ensure the client will be able to have an efficient feedback on the new ERP-enhanced system.
4.7 Preliminary conclusions about the CSFs.
Only a combination of all these various critical success factors can explain a success or a
failure in implementation, rather than specific ones, but there is no general consensus yet about
the relevance of each and every of them, when considering an ERP implementation project in
its whole life-cycle. Some works can serve as strong basis to define such a model, like [EST2K],
but this model do not take the context into consideration.
On the other hand, if all the possible critical success factors should be listed in some way,
the list would be far too long to be usable, and with every ERP implementation being different,
the relevance of each factors would vary from one enterprise to another.
The CSFs are useful to get some notions of what must be kept in mind to obtain some
guarantees for a good implementation process. This is not enough however to be able to predict
a successful implementation, or to estimate the future needed work. They can at most serve
as guidelines for the implementation or clues during the requirement elicitation process, to find
the most critical processes or the relevant key performance indicators.
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Section 5 :
Modeling during ERP
implementations
Content : In order to fully understand the business processes of the enterprise
and to reduce the effort needed to match the ERP software and the enterprise
processes, an important modeling process must be conducted. A correct goal
and business process modeling will help the enterprise to understand, manage,
adapt and explain their main objectives and critical business processes for the
ERP implementation project.
5.1 The importance of ERP modeling.
Every time ERP software is implemented in an enterprise, some alignment process must
be undertaken, either by customizing the software to the enterprise needs, or by adapting the
enterprise to the software. Most of the time, the latter is preferred, because it should be less
expensive for the enterprise, and because the ERP software packages include reference models
that supposedly reflect the best business practices [SOF01]. This approach is also generally
preferred because it is less expensive to adapt the business processes to the software, than the
other way round, and this is really important from a small or medium enterprise point of view.
On the other hand, specific enterprises may be performing some unique business processes,
making sensible the investment for a long and expensive implementation project, requiring high
software customization or even addons [SOF03]. On both cases, some modeling tasks are needed
to support the alignment process during ERP implementations.
5.2 Various Modeling points of view
Several points of view can be used to analyze an enterprise architecture. Several works such
as the Zachman framework [ZAC87] for example, detail the various perspectives which can be
considered while analyzing an enterprise in order to implement information systems. [ZAC87]
refers to several types of descriptions for a same product, by the mean of several questions such
as :
• What ? , for the data, or the business objects
• How ? , for the functions, or processes performed by the enterprise
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• Where ? , for the network, or business locations of the enterprise
• Who ? , for the people involved in the project, or the organization itself
• When ? , for the time, the schedule or the significant events of the project
• Why ? , for the motives, goals and strategies of the project
This section will focus on three main questions about modeling during an ERP implemen-
tation project :
• The What, about the data to be used by the new system, to find out the gaps between the
way data was managed prior to the ERP system, and data handling with the new system.
• The How, through the review of the most critical business processes of the enterprise,
and the way these are managed by the ERP software. Such analysis will point out the
similarities and differences to be worked out.
• The Why, through goal modeling in order to elicit the requirements and further establish
the goals that ERP software will contribute to achieve.
Other perspectives could be considered but, even if these are not completely neglected, they
are instead less relevant to be detailed in this section. For example, considering the Where, or
the business locations, must be done early while thinking in terms of adaptability and scalability,
but does not require a sophisticated modeling step. On another hand, the Who, meaning the
people of the organization concerned by the project, are generally the entire organization, and
the way they interact with each other will be illustrated through the business process model.
Finally, the When, about the main events and the schedule to be followed during the project
are addressed in details inside the life-cycle sections. As said in [ZAC87] : ‘there are reasons
to expend the resources for developing each architectural representation, and there are risks
associated with not developing any of the architectural representations’. This is again a matter
of compromise, particularly important among SMEs, where the resources are even more limited
than in large enterprises.
5.3 Goal modeling for ERP implementations
Goal Modeling and goal-driven approaches are the first orientation to consider during ERP
implementation projects. As said in [ROL05], goals have long been recognized to be an essential
component involved in the Requirements Engineering process, and enterprise managers mainly
think in terms of goals to motivate the implementation of such new software and its cost. Only
after the goals of the implementation are clearly defined, can the implementation team think in
terms of data and process management.
In [ROL2K], the authors point out the difficulty to directly match the software functions with
the business processes of the enterprise, both because of the amount of data to be maintained
and because the enterprise mostly think in terms of objectives and goals than in terms of
workflows and business processes. They suggest to abstract the ERP functions in order to see
them as ERP goals, thus neglecting the performance issues, and make a first alignment with
the enterprise business goals instead of going deep into the processes. (see Figure 5.1)
Illustrating the example with the ERP software SAP R/3, and using a special goal modeling
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notation designed on their own, namely the map notation [ROL2K], they define SAP goals as
the strategical objectives, and strategies as the various ways to achieve these goals or tasks in
the ERP software.
Figure 5.1: Levels of description (from [ROL2K])
Some further research have proved this approach to be effective, for example [SAL07] used the
map approach to develop a reuse-based requirements elicitation method for ERP integration,
using another ERP software, namely Microsoft Dynamics NAV [MSN08].
Modeling the goals in the first place is the key to determine the adequacy between an ERP
software solution and the business needs of an enterprise. By elicitating the goals and objectives
of the enterprise, it allows all the stakeholders to share a common good vision of both the ERP
main functionalities and the goals of the implementation project. Furthermore, it will provide
the implementation team with some clues to identify the most important processes which will
be implemented. Preceding studies have been using the MAP formalism to refine the goals, and
the authors of [SAL07] even justify this choice by stating their preference against KAOS or I*,
being respectively a lack of variability emphasis on KAOS, and no possibility to refine the goals
in I*. [ROL2K, SAL07].
The goal-modeling stage should be done to avoid some of the potential problems from the
traditional approaches, namely technically good solutions, but inadequate for the enterprise
purposes. Only then can the mapping between goals and software objects, events and operations
be done. This model must be carefully planned and designed, as it is the first step and an
important cause of implementation failures [ROL05].
However, even if it is commonly accepted that goal modeling is an important step for ERP
implementation, there is no commonly accepted notation, and most modeling notations are
found in the literature rather than in commercial documentations. In [ROL05] the concepts
behind goal-based RE approaches are based on modeling both the constraints of the subject
world, the naturals laws of the environment for example, and the purpose of the software for
the user, or the objectives of the implementation. More information can be found in [ROL05].
The purposes of goal modeling during the early stages of the implementation are many :
Requirements elicitation, negotiation, traceability, as well as exploration of design for example.
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5.4 Data Modeling for ERP Implementation Projects
Data modeling is another important modeling aspect during ERP Implementations. Indeed,
data can be managed under several ways in the software. Similarly, the same business object
can be modeled differently from one enterprise to another. The database behind the ERP soft-
ware is one of the main components and must be configured properly, for every field or column,
from the VAT, to the way items are stored, categorized, traced, or the way Business Partners
are stored and managed. Anyway, even if data modeling must be conducted in some way to
configure the database and the software to the enterprise needs, several means to customize
data representation are available in ERP software solutions, such as user-defined fields (UDFs)
or various item-grouping and categorizing methods, and these methods and ways to introduce
data are generally well-documented by the ERP vendor, thus not needing a lot of data model-
ing. Comparatively, goal and business process modeling should be conducted earlier, and the
alignment of the business processes or enterprise strategies to the ERP software can cause far
more trouble.
5.5 Business Process Modeling for ERP Implementations
Modeling the goals is only a first step in the process. A proper ERP model should represent
business processes and their underlying information objects [SOF03]. However, few scientific
publications have been realized on the topic of modeling the business process contents, leaving
the major part of the ‘reference modeling content science’ to the ‘vendors and commercial
organizations’ [WAS06].
Various notations exist to detail the business processes supported by the ERP software.
For example, the SAP Reference Model, as well as the Architecture of Integrated Information
Systems (ARIS) use the EPCs as core modeling language [GOT07]. BPMN, Petri nets or UML
2.0 Activity Diagrams could also be reasonably used to model the business processes. Every
notation has its strengths and its flaws, and once again, there is no consensus on the best
notation to be used for business process modeling. Most of the works thus stay as general as
possible, while some other use one notation or another as an illustration. [WOH06] for example,
discuss the suitability of BPMN for Business Process Modeling, by using the workflow patterns
of [Aal03] as a framework for evaluation, under the control-flow, data, and resource perspectives.
As said in [Aal06], the main advantage of reference models in ERP implementation projects
is to streamline the design of particular models by providing a generic solution, motivated by
the ‘Design by Reuse’ paradigm[Aal06, GOT07]. This same work outlines the usefulness of
potential configurable process models, to serve as bases for such repositories, which would un-
doubtedly accelerate the reduction of the gaps between the business processes of the enterprise,
and the functionalities of the software. [Aal06] points out that such reference models are usually
‘plug and play’ but ‘often require some customization/configuration to be adjusted to individ-
ual requirements’, which would be a main advantage of such configurable model. They show
an example of such language with Configurable Event Process Chains (C-EPCs). This paper
along with [GOT07] also stress the differences between various possible choices in ERP software
(or business processes in general). Indeed, most of the languages used to model the business
processes only allow one level of choice, but they are many different kinds of choices depicted
in [Aal06] :
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• Configuration choices, made at build-time for every instance of the process, and possibly
impacting the further possibility of run-time choices.
• Run-Time choices, varying for each instance of the process and depending on the context.
• Choices situated somewhere in between, for example choices based on the period of the
year, or resource availability [GOT07].
The authors also point out the potential difficulty to precisely define the borderline between
the two main types of choices. Further details on that matter are given in [Aal06].
On a theoretical view of configuration, the authors explain the interest of having a global
reference model, which would detail all the possible ways to conduct a given process, which could
be simplified to give the built-in configuration of the ERP software, as well as the possible choices
at run-time. Figure 5.2(a) from [Aal06] gives a good perception of the idea, and [GOT07] goes
further by defining such configuration as the inverse of inheritance, by defining the various
configurations as subclasses, and the reference model as a superclass, as illustrated in [GOT07].
(a) Three labeled transition systems: (a) the initial
model (e.g., the reference model), (b) a particular
configuration hiding and blocking specific
edges/labels, and (c) the resulting model, as seen
in [Aal06]
(b) Configuration - the inverse of inheritance, from
[GOT07]
Figure 5.2: The Configuration and Choices concept in [Aal06, GOT07]
On another hand, this approach of having global repositories, designed only by the vendors,
and commercial organizations, has its limits. They are not always completely accurate, may
contain flaws or errors. [MEN06] outlines this problem by analyzing the SAP reference model
with the help of a verification tool based on Petri nets, pointing out a minimal percentage of
5.6% of flawed processes in the entire set. They show with this study the problem of keeping
such reference models private, and the usefulness of verification tools.
A clear and understandable business process model can provide help to give a common vision
of the processes supported by the enterprise, for the entire implementation team, both on the
consultant, and the enterprise sides. To acquire a complete reference model of the functions
supported by the software is a preliminary step to establish the individual model including the
requirements and constraints of the enterprise [GOT07].
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5.6 Use of modeling in the ASAP methodology for Business
One.
For the SAP group, there are two separate life-cycles for a complete SAP Business One im-
plementation project. The ‘Business One Sales process’ on one hand, and the ‘Accelerated
Implementation Program’ on the other hand. Both life-cycles have their goals and particular
tools. While the purpose of the Sales process is to determine whether or not the solution is
adapted to the customer’s needs, and to determine the first objectives and constraints for the
enterprise considered, the implementation itself is done with the help of the second life-cycle.
The implementation life-cycle has been defined in Figure 3.8 and the Sales process is illus-
trated in Figure 3.7. The next two subsections will address the use of modeling during the
ASAP for Business One methodology, as well as the use of modeling before the implementation
itself, during the SAP Business One Sales Process.
5.6.1 Use of modeling before the implementation
Goals can partly be elicitated during the Business One Sales Process, before the implemen-
tation, and with the help of the tools provided in the ‘Sell’ section from the SAP PartnerEdge
portal [SAP08]. This is not really goal modeling, but is the closest form of requirements elic-
itation tool provided for the Sales process of SAP, with the help of, among other things, a
‘Qualification Map’, an ‘Opportunity Qualification Tool’, the ‘Business Blueprints’, and the
‘VIP Map’, which can also be used to determine Key Performance indicators (KPIs).
The ‘VIP Map’ for Vision, Indicator and Pain [SAP08] is a simple tool provided to the
SAP Sales consultant to model the enterprise long-term visions, or main objectives, as well the
problems they are facing to achieve these goals. They are finally asked to propose an indicator
which could be used to monitor the performance of the enterprise for each precise goal. This
technique partly meets the objectives of goal modeling, helping the consultant to focus on the
enterprise problems and stated objectives. An example of VIP map is illustrated in Figure 5.3.
It can be noted that an objective can be hierarchically divided into many indicators, and that
the indicators reflect the magnitude of the pain identified for the objective considered.
Figure 5.3: VIP Map - Multiple pains and indicators [SAP08]
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Along with the VIP maps, the Sales consultant can use the ‘Qualification Map’, the ‘Oppor-
tunity Qualification Tool’ and the ‘SAP Business One Blueprints’.
The Qualification Map is a document which can be used during the sales process to estimate
whether the sales opportunity can become a potential customer or not. It basically consists in
a table divided in three columns, namely the prospect, the project, and the cost. These three
categories are divided in four indicators, each one valuated from 1 to 10. The final note between
12 and 120 gives an estimation about the knowledge of the business case characteristics.
Another tool available to the consultant during the entire sales process is the Opportunity
Qualification Tool, which is a web-based tool usable to establish the adequacy of the soft-
ware solution to the business case considered, ‘before committing any valuable time and re-
source’ [SAP08]. This tool could not be analyzed in this thesis though, due to a lack of real
case study.
Finally, SAP Business One blueprints are, according to SAP, ‘a set of paper tools that can be
used to show the product’s key features, functions, processes and differentiators to really engage
and interest our SAP Business One prospects’ [SAP08]. These are a set of A3-format (or US
13x17) posters for the main part, that explain the general functionalities, process flows and
technologies used with SAP Business One.
5.6.2 Use of modeling during the implementation
The modeling aspect can be only scarcely found in the SAP Business One Accelerated Im-
plementation Program. There is no or little support in the methodology to precisely model the
goals or business processes of the organization. Goals are addressed before the implementation,
during the sales process of the ERP solution, and nothing is provided to document the business
processes as they are supported by the software. This is a good example of customization aimed
at adapting the enterprise to the software, following the ‘best practices’, and not the other way
round.
The main ‘modeling’ work which must be done in the implementation part of the SAP
methodology takes place during the second phase of the SAP Business One Accelerated Imple-
mentation Program, the Business Blueprint. This is not exactly ‘true’ modeling however, both
because it does not use any formalism, and because the main document provided to support
the customization stage is a 29-pages template [SAP08, B1AIP 2.0, Business Blueprint]. This
is the accurate completion of this document by both the customer and the consultant which
will determine how the data and the processes must be handled by the software, and which
will also give a common vision and understanding of how the software will support the business
processes.
The Business Blueprint template covers 19 sections designed to determine all the customiz-
able aspects from SAP Business One. These sections comprise pure data information such
as, for example, the definitions of the general company settings, the currencies, the Chart of
Accounts and the General Ledger, or the bank information. But this document also contains
some details about the business process variations to determine. These variations are the ones
referred as Configuration Choices by [Aal06] or [GOT07] for example. some of these config-
uration choices are : the inventory valuation method for new item file records, the ability to
allow a stock release without a defined price, the standard posting periods, customer activity
alerts, and many more [SAP08]. The entire document must be fulfilled carefully in order to
tailor the ERP software to the enterprise needs, but the SAP methodology used to implement
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the SAP Business One solution does not cover any long or important modeling step, apart from
the fulfillment of the ‘Business Blueprint’ template.
5.7 Preliminary conclusions for the modeling concerns
We reviewed through the former sections that the SMEs particular position, constraints and
needs are limiting the modeling aspect to its simplest form, mainly for the cost reasons addressed
earlier, both in terms of time, and manpower needed for this part of the implementation.
Indeed, most of the modeling seen in the academic literature are aimed at bigger enterprises,
and a complete modeling of the business processes could involve a high additional cost, which
may be simply too important for smaller companies. Apart from that, the SAP Business
One Accelerated Implementation program from [SAP08] summarizes it with a single template
covering all the aspects of the software. This is understandable for this precise solution, because
the software must be installed in its entirety, and is customizable in limited ways, mainly due
to its own nature of being a lighter ERP version, particularly aimed at SMEs. But this can
be a flaw to ‘force’ the customer to buy the ERP solution in its entirety if he does not need
the entire set of functionalities available in the software. This is also one of the reasons which
helped SaaS solutions such as SAP ByDesign to become more and more popular these days.
Some modeling steps could still be conducted though, without resulting in a too high addi-
tional cost, and with a relative importance in terms of both goal and business process modeling :
• Goal Modeling
Goal Modeling can be conducted in the earlier stages for the various reasons exposed in
the corresponding section. This could be used as a tool to clearly and completely elicit the
requirements, and refine the main concerns on which the members of the implementation
team will have to focus their attention.
• Business Process Modeling
Business Process Modeling should not be conducted for each business process of the SME.
At most it can be used to analyze a precise business process which do not fit the functions
supported by the ERP, and could require an add-on to this precise ERP solution [SOF03].
On another hand, what could be an asset for an implementation is a complete and pre-
cise repository of the available functions, and more important, configuration and run-time
choices of the ERP software, designed by the ERP vendor, and reusable for every imple-
mentation project, because it should represent the entire set of possibilities for the process,
and give a clear understanding of the process to the implementation team members.
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Section 6 :
Performance of ERP implementation
projects
Content : Setting up an ERP system implies high costs and a lot of resources.
A failed implementation can have disastrous consequences for a company, and
enterprise top management want to have guarantees on the benefits of the ERP
system. Two performance evaluations can be conducted about performance
concerns. The first is a performance assessment, based on evaluation tech-
niques, prior to the implementation. The second is performance monitoring,
in which other techniques can be used to verify how the system performs. This
chapter will present these two aspects of the performances of ERP systems.
6.1 Two stages for ERP implementation performance
The performance assessment of ERP system is presented in this section as a twofold process. A
clear distinction must be made between :
• Performance assessment prior to the implementation, conducted to evaluate the adequacy
of the ERP solution considered, and determine how the ERP system will answer to the
enterprise requirements.
• Performance monitoring, based on the objectives defined earlier, to evaluate how the
established ERP system performs in the enterprise, and possibly improve it later.
These two sides of the process will be detailed in the next two sections.
6.2 Performance assessment
The first concern about performance of ERP systems takes place in the first days of the ERP
implementation project. Performance assessment techniques can even be conducted before the
final adoption of a specific software solution by the enterprise, to determine the adequacy and
potential advantages of a software solution over another, or in regard to the present system.
Performance assessment prior to the implementation is meant to assess how the software will
answer to the enterprise specific needs. As such, it will involve a financial analysis, and an
analysis of the enterprise and its goals.
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6.2.1 Financial analysis
Little research has been made on the analysis of return on investment and different price
models in ERP acquisitions [EST07]. This calculation should be made in some way however,
during the acquisition phase. SMEs do not have the same budget as bigger enterprises im-
plementing larger ERP solutions, so the insurance of a good ROI is of paramount importance
for them to start a project of this magnitude. There are several methods for evaluating the
performance of an ERP system, or an IT system in general, but as pointed out in [SOL04] and
[WEI07], financial methods are the first to be taken into consideration by the enterprise top
management.
Such financial analysis, like ‘turnover, return on investment (ROI), and so on’ [WEI07]
will generally need to be conducted, even if conventional financial methods of calculation are
generally considered inappropriate for IT benefits calculation on their own [WEI07]. Several
flaws in these methods are stated to explain this :
• They lack qualitative analysis and only produce financial results
• They do not estimate the non-financial benefits of the software, such as for example,
customer satisfaction or options for future growth [LYP04, WSW05]
An example of ROI calculation tool used in SAP Business One implementations is presented
in Figure 6.1.
Figure 6.1: ROI Tool for SAP Business One, from [SAP08]
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This ROI tool has been designed to produce as quickly as possible an estimation of the
financial business case, and estimate the financial benefits of the ERP solution to the SAP
customer. This tool is composed of fourteen strategical objectives detailed in Table 6.1, for
which informations about the enterprise must be entered. These informations will then be used
to calculate projections on the financial benefits for the enterprise, on a given and customizable
timeframe, as illustrated in Figure 6.1. The user firstly enters the project general data, such as
the review period, the solution cost or the monthly costs, and then needs to fulfill each category
from Table 6.1 with the relevant data.
Increase Number of Customers Improve Revenue per Customer
Improve Customer Retention Reduce Sales Discount
Avoid Penalties, Returns, Credit Notes Software Portfolio Consolidation
IT Maintenance Cost Reduction Reduce Capital Costs
Labour Saving Improve Cash Collection
Reduce Stock Holding Faster Training
One Time Benefits Custom Monthly Benefits
Table 6.1: SAP ROI Tool Categories
By entering information about both the actual and the presumed to-be situation after the
implementation, under each section of the tool, it calculates the financial benefits month after
month and produces the respectives figures, as well as the total financial benefit, and a graphical
representation.
Financial methods are insufficient to produce a relevant performance assessment of a future
ERP system. For previous stated reasons, other techniques should be used to evaluate the
performance of ERP or other IS. The next section will present an ERP assessment framework
highly tied to goal modeling.
6.2.2 Non-financial analysis
The framework proposed in [WEI07] is designed to link the strategic goals of the enterprise
with the performance indicators (PI) defined for the project, and its viability is illustrated via
an empirical case. As an introduction to the framework, the various IT performance assessment
methods are reviewed, reminding the difficulty to financially estimate all the benefits of ERP
software implementation. Indeed, the problems encountered by enterprises vary from one case
to another. A structural necessity in the enterprise can also be a sound reason to implement
an ERP software, and financial benefits may not be the most important way to determine the
need to spend money in ERP software [PEE04].
The strategic goals considered by an enterprise can thus be different for every project, and
the success of the ERP implementation will depend on several criteria, according to their specific
needs and strategic objectives. The author also points out several common problems for a unified
performance theory about ERP software, such as performance indicators inconsistently defined,
or unappropriate calculation methods like the financial methods addressed earlier [WEI07].
Only specific goals, parallel to the business goals, are always the same : the goals related
to the project management. Thus when evaluating the success of the implementation, the cost
and time of the project must be kept in mind, along with the other business goals. These
two objectives can be treated apart from the other business goals and process indicators. This
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shows that the success of the implementation partly relies on costs and benefits during the whole
project, along with business goals. The implementation will only be considered successful if both
the intended business goals and the more direct-costs goals are satisfied. Figure 6.2 illustrates
the way used in [WEI07] to categorize the objectives in regard to their Performance Indicators
and relative importance for the whole project.
Figure 6.2: Illustration of the categories of objectives and PIs in [WEI07]
Such framework requires a goal analysis at several levels, and the intended goals should be
categorized and measured. Several questions then arise for such analysis, like how to catego-
rize the goals, and under which dimensions. The next section will present the goal taxonomy
proposed by Magnus Gammelg˚ard [GAM06] and the balanced scorecards by Kaplan and Nor-
ton [KAP92, KAP96], which partly answers that questions.
6.2.3 Goal assessment for IT investments
Few publications have been made to detail generic goals for SMEs or enterprises in general.
However, Magnus Gammelg˚ard propose such a taxonomy in [GAM06]. The author points out
the differences between the business vision and the technical vision. Indeed, when considering
goals to achieve, the business management mainly think in terms of ‘higher margins’, or ‘cus-
tomer satisfaction’, while the technical vision is more oriented towards technical qualities, such
as ‘availability’, ‘performance’ or ‘security’ [GAM06].
Through an extended literature study, the author proposes a categorization of ‘IS/IT-
investments benefits’ which results in twenty-five categories of business values, organized in
three major groups. These categories, designed to cover all possible business benefits from
IT/IS investments, are illustrated in Table 6.2. These are reused in a further work, as a part of
a management assessment framework, to evaluate enterprise architecture scenarios [GAM07].
In [GAM07], the business organization is assessed under these three main dimensions, as
well as the IT Organization and the various IT systems of the organization, to compare various
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Table 6.2: Gammelgard Business Value Categorization, from [GAM06]
enterprise architecture scenarios.
The three main categories to classify the business values are firstly detailed in [GAM06], and
more recently described in [GAM07] as :
• Inputs and outputs of the organization : the business is viewed as a black box, and the
goals related to this dimension are either related to the inputs (products and services from
suppliers) or the outputs of the enterprise (products and services the enterprise delivers to
its customers). Examples of goals within this dimension are : improved products quality,
improved supplier relations or improved customer relations.
• Organizational resources : two types of resources are outlined : human-related resources
and non-human resources. Examples of goals within this dimension are : improved decision
making, improved learning and knowledge for the first type, and improved information,
in terms or availability or accuracy for example, for the second one.
• Organizational structure : related to the departments and business units of the enterprise,
their structure and how they are linked to each other. These goals can be related to
individual components, or several components and their relations. For example, define a
more efficient business process, achieve improved communications between several business
units, better control over them, and so on. Finally, when considering these relations
between the components, there is a last group of goals, related to the structure change
management.
These three main dimensions, used to assess the business organization performance, can serve
as a basis to determine strategic objectives. The interested reader can find detailed information
about all the strategic goals in [GAM06]. Another technique which deals with the goal analysis
concerns is the balanced scorecard.
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6.2.4 The Balanced Scorecard
Balanced scorecard (BSC) is a performance planning and measurement framework proposed by
Robert S. Kaplan and David P. Norton in 1992. The authors proposed this framework as a
solution to the shortcomings of traditional financial measuring methods. It relies on financial
and non-financial measures through four different perspectives in order to define and monitor the
strategical objectives of the enterprise. BSC should not be seen as a replacement for financial
measures, but as the complement for such methods. [KAP96]
These four perspectives are :
• Financial Perspective : usual way to measure the performance of an enterprise, generally
the first perspective taken into consideration.
• Customer Perspective : related to the way the enterprise is perceived by its customers.
• Internal Business Perspective : related to the business processes of the enterprise.
• Innovation and Learning Perspective : considering the possible means to improve and
create value in the future.
For each perspective, there is one column ‘Measures’ in front of the column ‘Goals’ (see
Figure 6.3). Every objective defined in one of the perspectives of the balanced scorecard must
be controlled by an indicator which will be used through the entire process to measure the
performance of the enterprise under this precise goal [KAP92].
One of the most interesting aspects of the balanced scorecards is in the so-called ‘Balanced
Scorecard approach’ illustrated in Figure 6.4. This approach consists of defining all the relevant
objectives for the enterprise under the four perspectives of the balanced scorecard, and then
breaking them down into several, lower level objectives, through business units and eventually
each person in the enterprise. [GRA07]
It can be hard to simply break down the measures used to assess the strategic goals into lower
level measures however, either if the goal itself cannot be broken down, or if the organization of
the enterprise does not allow it. For example, a 20% ROI at a strategic level can not simply be
broken down in a 20% ROI for each business unit in the enterprise. Some departments like con-
sultancy are able to produce indeed a far higher ROI than other units like real estate. [GRA07]
The risks are high if the establishment of the BSC is not correctly conducted, but thanks to
such analysis, the top management produces a complete controlling system over the enterprise
and its objectives. Furthermore, the BSC logic aimed at dividing the strategic goals into lower
level objectives can help the personal goals to be perceived as their own objectives by the
people of the organization, for the greater good of the enterprise, and not just to satisfy a top
management decision.
Originally perceived as a performance monitoring tool in the early publications of 1992, the
BSC started to be considered as a strategic management system in the second major publication
by Kaplan and Norton, in 1996. [KAP96] The authors indeed studied more than a hundred
organizations, and realized that the top executives in the considered organizations used the
BSC as a framework and focus to manage their business processes. That is an achievement that
‘no purely financial framework could do’ [KAP96].
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Figure 6.3: The Balanced Scorecard [KAP92]
Figure 6.4: Several levels of abstraction for BSC, as illustrated in [GRA07]
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6.2.5 Non-Financial analysis for SAP Business One
The whole performance assessment study must be conducted during the first part of the SAP
Business One methodology, namely the ‘Sales Navigator’, during steps C, D, E and F illustrated
in Figure 3.7. The available tools for these steps presented as modeling tools in the previous
chapter partly serves the adequacy determination and performance assessment tasks :
• The VIP maps can be used to determine the strategic goals and partly establish the Key
Performance Indicators (KPIs).
• The Qualification Map determines the adequacy of the software solution to the business
case, through the means of the final score calculated by the information provided.
• The Opportunity Qualification Tool helps to determine the adequacy of the solution by
answering questions over the industry segment, the organization size, or the number of
modules to be used.
6.3 Performance monitoring
Performance monitoring is another aspect of performance measurement in ERP implementa-
tions projects. Performance assessment and goal modeling should be conducted by the beginning
of the project, and be followed later by performance monitoring. Adequate performance moni-
toring during and after the implementation will give a mean to control the achievements of the
planned objectives, and verify that the project can be qualified as a success.
This other kind of performance issues can be addressed by non-financial techniques addressed
earlier. The balanced scorecards by Kaplan and Norton [KAP92, KAP96] indeed proposes to
provide precise measures for every goal in the scorecard, and [WEI07] suggests to value each
goal in the lowest level with a corresponding Performance Indicator (PI). On the SAP side
however, there is less support for performance monitoring.
There is no recommendation in the Business One Accelerated Implementation Program to
monitor the business processes of the enterprise, or to use measurement or KPIs in any forms
during the implementation itself. The only stage close to that is one of the project tasks in
the ‘Go-Live and Support’ part of the methodology. SAP considers a task of ‘Continuous
improvement’, composed of both ‘Monitor the system’ and ‘Conduct Review and Optimization
Conference’. This part must be concluded at the end of the Go-Live and Support part, just
before the end of the project. For this stage, the consultant is provided with a ‘Post Go-Live
Questionnaire’ to be fulfilled by the customer to ‘document the results and possible issues of the
initial SAP Business One Go-Live’ [SAP08, Post Go-Live Questionnaire]. This questionnaire
goes through several components of the ERP implementation success, such as the results for
the project management, system management, system administration, user acceptance, user
experience or documentation. Apart from that evaluation, there is no recommendation about
continuous monitoring of the system, in order to monitor the achievements or propose some
improvements.
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Section 7 :
Life-cycle of an ERP project
Content : After reviewing all the possible structures for ERP Implementation
life-cycles, this section will elicit the pros and cons of every possible framework
and provide a synthesis with a unified life-cycle model.
7.1 Proposed unified life-cycle
ERP life-cycles have been continuously evolving in the academic literature since the first ERP
life-cycle from Markus and Tanis [MAR2K] to the life-cycle exposed in Esteves and Pastor’s
works. Several things vary from one life-cycle to another : the number of phases, the tasks to
be conducted during every of them, or the notion of dimensions, to represent the various points
of view to be taken into account while considering the implementation of ERP software.
Furthermore, in parallel to the theoretical life-cycles proposed in the academic works, every
ERP vendor comes with its own techniques, methodologies and schedules, even changing from
one ERP version to another.
The life-cycle presented in this section, and illustrated in Figure 7.1, has been designed
through the comparison and synthesis of seven life-cycles, six of them being theoretical academic
life-cycles [EST99, MAR2K, ROS2K, SOM04, SWA04, SOJ07], and one vendor-specific life-
cycle, the ASAP life-cycle for SAP Business One [SAP08]. Two milestones were common to
Figure 7.1: Life-cycle for ERP software implementation
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every life-cycle : the first being the definition of the business case and schedule, prior to harder
expenses and installation in itself, and the second being the most important deadline, when the
ERP goes live in production. These two divisions served as the base for this unified life-cycle
with the first three main parts of an ERP implementation project, as shown in Figure 7.2.
Figure 7.2: The three main parts of an ERP implementation project
In the enterprise architecture world, terms commonly used to describe the system states are
the TO-BE and the AS-IS situations. The AS-IS situation describes the system as it is prior
to the Information System implementation, with its flawed processes and problems, while the
TO-BE situation is the intended situation to be achieved by the implementation team. The
problem with this description is that some implementation methodologies consider running the
two systems together, in order to determine how the ERP performs in the enterprise, in regard
to the established system.
There is thus three major stages during an implementation life-cycle, a first part while the
enterprise system does not change but must be analyzed, the final part when the older system
has been replaced by the new ERP system, and an intermediary state, being the implementation
while the system is progressively replaced, according to the implementation strategy defined at
the beginning.
Refining these three main parts in a second step was a harder task. The comparison table
is illustrated in Appendix B to show the various relations between all the life-cycles. Every
life-cycle had several stages, ranging from four to nine, depending on the level of details. Fur-
thermore, these stages often have different names and for some of them, stages meaning the
same tasks have different names. The project stage from [MAR2K] and the implementation
stage from [EST99] contains the same tasks and milestones, but do not have the same names.
The first division illustrated in Figure 7.2 was pushed further to detect a more detailed
vision for every of the three main parts. The goal was to find a compromise between the least
detailed life-cycle from [MAR2K] and the most divided life-cycle from [SOJ07], not to mention
the methodology from SAP, which requires two distinct life-cycles. All the stages of all the
life-cycles were arranged in the table of appendix B according to the division stated earlier, and
analyzed to find a second level of details in the structure. The respective analysis of each of the
three parts are detailed in the next section.
7.2 Stages of the life-cycle
As for now, the unified life-cycle only contains two distinct major milestones. The first thing
to do is to precisely define when the project begins and ends, as even these vary from one
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life-cycle to another. Next, other milestones during the project must be found, to establish a
second level of details throughout the project, by the means of the analysis and comparison of
all life-cycles.
7.2.1 Business Case Definition stages
Some life-cycles do not question the need of a new ERP system while considering the im-
plementation. Indeed it is not a part of the implementation itself, although some important
concerns such as ‘the definitions of systems requirements, its goals and benefits and an analysis
of the impact at a business and organizational level’ [EST07] should be addressed while consid-
ering ERP software. This comes from the various perceptions of the term ‘implementation’. As
reviewed in the state of the art, SAP considers two life-cycles for a complete implementation of
its SAP Business One solution, the first one treating business visions and enterprise modeling
issues, while the second one only deals with the implementation concerns [SAP08]. Clearly, the
ERP implementation project starts during the first of these life-cycles, with some important
requirements elicitation tasks. The questioning about whether or not adopting a new ERP soft-
ware solution must be done by the enterprise before any contact with the ERP vendor company.
After that, the goals and flaws can be elicitated together with the vendor consultant, but at
this stage, when the two stakeholders start to think together about the impact of the software,
some work is already being done, and can be considered as a part of the implementation. For
these reasons, the proposed life-cycle will include such requirements analysis tasks, and begins
with the first requirements elicitation tasks. The distinction for the business case definitions
stages is illustrated in Figure 7.3.
Figure 7.3: Business case definition implementation stages
The business case definition ranges from the time ERP adoption questioning has been made,
through the complete definition of the business enterprise parameters and customization. Two
levels of detail can be distinguished during this part of the project. Indeed, the modeling tasks
are distributed before and after the contract signature. The tasks to be conducted before the
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contractual agreement are focusing on getting the ‘big picture’, while the second are dealing
with all the detailed aspects of the enterprise to be modeled, according to the customization
which needs to be done.
This distinction based on the contract signature seems relevant while considering the various
life-cycles reviewed earlier. The chartering phase from Markus and Tanis for example, con-
tains all the ‘decisions leading up to the funding of an enterprise system’ [MAR2K]. [EST99]
also make this clear distinction in the acquisition, while the ‘contractual agreement is defined’
after selecting the product that ‘best fits the requirements of the organization’. The SAP Busi-
ness One Sales life-cycle also ends with the signature, and the start of the Accelerated Imple-
mentation Program [SAP08]. It should be noted that the modeling stages needed after the
contract signature are sometimes considered as part of the large ‘implementation’ or ‘project’
stage [MAR2K, EST99]. In this work, the distinction is made between the modeling tasks
which needs to be done to precisely define the Business Case to customize the software, and the
implementation tasks which are going to be done after the whole system has been modeled.
7.2.2 Implementation stages
This part of the implementation goes from the time the business case is defined, to the time
the ERP solution goes live in production. Based on the modeling realized during the earlier
stages, the software must be tailored to the enterprise needs, and the enterprise must adapt its
business processes to the new software.
Figure 7.4: ERP Implementation stages
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The precise limits between the stages of the implementation are harder to define, because
most life-cycles consider the implementation as a whole and do not make any division. The order
of the tasks to be done are undefined or varies from one life-cycle to another, some life-cycles
consider tasks that others do not, such as the general training on ERP systems from [SOJ07]
for example. The chosen distinction is illustrated in Figure 7.4 and detailed as follows : first
the software must be configured to adapt to the business case definition, then the ERP software
should be installed in the enterprise IT system, to finally enters a last stage during which the
whole organization should be prepared for the Go-Live.
7.2.3 Operation stages
The possible division between the operation tasks was easier to find out. It relies on the
period of time after the Go-Live during which the system does not show its full potential,
and needs some minor adjustments for the enterprise to ‘come to grips to the new enterprise
system’[MAR2K]. The distinction for the final stages of the ERP implementation life-cycle is
illustrated in Figure 7.5.
Figure 7.5: Operation implementation phases
During this part of the implementation, the system has been launched and is used by the
enterprise in production. The implementation is not completely finished however, because a few
more tasks need to be conducted. Right after the implementation, some more user training could
be conducted again if new adjustments should be made, or usage difficulties should continue to
be encountered. Right after the go-live, there is always a short period while the users get used to
the system [MAR2K, EST99, SAP08], and the ERP system newly implemented does not show
all its potential. This period, named ‘shakedown’ [MAR2K] or ‘system start’[SOJ07] should
be relatively short though, and minor issues should be quickly solved. The implementation
consultant must also be available to provide immediate Go-Live support during the first days of
use of the ERP software, as this period is critical in the process for the usage reasons explained
earlier.
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After the implementation of the software itself is completed, and according to the contract
agreement defined for the project, begins the Monitoring and Improvement phase. The tasks to
be conducted within this time frame are mainly to collect information about how the software is
performing in the enterprise, and to improve it accordingly, whenever it is possible. The length
of this period as well as the means used to collect process performance information can vary,
depending on the service level agreement.
7.2.4 Dimensions of the life-cycle
While the other life-cycles presented in the state of the art do not express the dimensions
of the various stages, and refer to various dimensions without mentioning them precisely, the
works from Esteves and Pastor use such notion of ‘dimensions’ in their representation of the
ERP implementation life-cycle. These are particularly useful when trying to categorize various
concepts, like for example the CSFs, or a research agenda on ERP topics, like in [EST07].
The various life-cycle dimensions presented in [EST99] for ERP implementation projects thus
need to be considered for an integrated life-cycle. These four dimensions represent the main
perspectives for the entire implementation.
1. the Product dimension considers the ERP solution which is being evaluated, focussing
on issues like the alignment of the software, the technical constraints implied on the
organization, or the availability of precise functionalities or processes.
2. the Process dimension considers the enterprise processes, and every process reengineering
which will have to be done to implement the software more easily.
3. the People dimension considering the users, the implementation team on the enterprise
side, and the way they perceive the ERP solution. The support of both the users and the
management is of paramount importance to facilitate the implementation.
4. the Change Management dimension must be considered right from the beginning of the
implementation to the end. The implementation of an ERP software solution in an enter-
prise is a particularly important project, and generally implies a lot of resources, and a lot
of change in the business processes of the enterprise. It is then important to be assured
of the acceptance of the ERP solution and process changes by the users and managers
within the enterprise.
7.3 Discussion on the unified life-cycle
This life-cycle does not pretend to replace the other works from which it is inspired, but proposes
a complete view of the various steps to be done, synthesizing all the other life-cycles to draw
the best of every of them, while staying as short and clear as possible. To the various steps
composing the life-cycle, the dimensions as seen in [EST99] must be added too, in order to
achieve a complete vision of the system and to be able to refer to every different point of view
for each stage of the life-cycle. This make sense if one tries to place a particular notion in regard
to the life-cycle stages and perspectives. The CSFs in the next section are a good illustration
for such classification.
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Section 8 :
Critical Success Factors in ERP
Implementations
Content : The chapter covering the CSFs in the first part of this document
addressed the main CSFs to be used during ERP implementation projects, as
well as the various ways to categorize them. Furthermore, it addressed the use
of CSFs in SAP Business One implementation projects. This part will try to
elicit the important CSFs to consider in SMEs, and to associate them to one
or more stages in the life-cycle, according to their relevance.
8.1 CSFs use in SME projects
Through the reading of the various CSFs unified models, such as [HOL99, EST2K], as well
as the studies around that matter such as, for example, [EST03, NLK01, SOM01, ZHA03,
ZHA05], it can be noted that some CSFs are more important than others, and that the CSFs
in general must not be neglected while dealing with ERP implementation among SMEs. The
most important CSFs will be detailed in this section, while the next section will try to associate
them with each phase of the life-cycle, according to their relevance.
However, the statement made in [EST01] must be reminded to the reader : the identification
of the most critical process of the whole implementation should be done with information pro-
vided by cases studies, and not only based in theoretical assumptions [EST01]. Consequently,
the most critical CSFs for an entire ERP implementation project cannot be deducted from
purely theoretical works.
8.1.1 Contextual factors
The importance of the context in which the SME stands is mentioned in several works and
must be taken into account before the more critical, internal factors. Generally, it is not such
a big problem in European SMEs than for SMES situated in the Asian market for example
[ZHA03, WWW03], because the implementation methodologies are designed for the European
or US context. However, studies like [EST03] have proved the need to analyze the context of
the SME considered, even in Europe or in the United States.
The three main environmental factors to be considered here have been addressed in the state
of the art :
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• Power distance
• Uncertainty avoidance
• Individualism/Collectivism
These factors proposed by Hofstede in 1991 [HOF91] have been studied in works like [EST03],
pointing out the need to observe them to reinforce the success chances of the project. These
factors, related to the people dimension are far more less studied then the other more ‘classical’
factors however. Their scope ranges through the whole life-cycle, but their impact on the
implementation success is harder to define. These factors can have serious consequences on the
project characteristics, such as its duration, or the team composition for example.
8.1.2 CSFs to be considered during ERP implementations in
SMEs
After reviewing the contextual factors, we can consider the CSFs and the various unified
CSF models. The most famous unified CSF model is the one from Esteves and Pastor [EST2K]
illustrated in Figure 4.2. Considering this unified CSF model, along with [HOL99] and the best
practices addressed in the ASAP BO methodology, we can draw a table to compare the CSFs
appearing in every of these works. This comparison is presented in Table 8.1.
Table 8.1: Comparison Table for Critical Success Factors for ERP Implementations
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Even if the identification of the most critical CSFs should be deducted by real case data,
and not by purely theoretical works, some observations can be done through the analysis of
this comparison. From this table, 9 CSFs can be identified as being mentioned in at least three
of the four references. These factors numbered 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 11, 14, and 15 are generally
considered in the various works as being the most critical among all the identified CSFs. These
factors are :
• A clear Business vision : a common understanding of the goals and objectives aimed by
the enterprise after the ERP implementation project is mandatory to succeed.
• Top management support : The top management support during the entire process is of
paramount importance. The project could not be achieved without such support on the
higher positions on the enterprise side. [SOM04] even states that ‘no single factor is as
predictive of ERP project success.’.
• Formalized project schedule and plans : The limited resources of SMEs in general must
not be confused with a lack of formalism. The project schedule and plans at least must be
formalized in order to be clear and unambiguous for both the consultant and the enterprise
sides of the implementation team.
• Client consultation : this CSF can be related to Good communication inwards and out-
wards. Indeed, an easy and quick way to contact the partners in the enterprise can
facilitate and accelerate the resolutions of the problems encountered, and ensures to agree
with the client during the whole implementation process.
• Personnel : This generic CSF from [HOL99], involving the personnel of the enterprise
where the ERP has to be implemented, has been refined in later works into several other
CSFs like, for example, an adequate team composition, project team competence, client
consultation and involvement.
• Client Acceptance : Related to the Change Management topic, this CSF recommends to
have the approval of the client for every stage and to avoid conflicts of interests. This CSF
is not mentioned ‘as-is’ in [EST2K] but is a part of Effective Business Change Management,
which is needed to ‘ensure the acceptance and readiness of the new system’ [EST2K].
• Good communication inwards and outwards : Here again, a good communication is
mandatory within the implementation team members, and with the implementation team
and the enterprise departments and final users.
• Adequate project team composition : The implementation team must be correctly com-
posed, according to the resources available in the enterprise, and with an adequate pro-
portion of people of the enterprise.
• Adequate ERP version : Of course, the ERP software solution considered must fit the
best way possible with the needs, requirements, business processes and functions of the
SME. This CSF also mean a careful selection of the modules to be implemented.
The remaining CSFs also need to be considered, but these are harder to categorize according
to their impact on the entire project. Most of them also have important consequences, though
a few ones are less relevant for ERP implementations in SMEs.
Indeed the particular context and characteristics of SMEs must be taken into account while
considering the CSFs. Flexibility, limited resources and technical heterogeneity for example, as
cited in [HOY07], must not be neglected and will help to differentiate the remaining CSFs and
categorize them.
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8.1.3 Other CSFs to consider during ERP implementations in
SMEs
As stated earlier, the remaining CSFs are harder to categorize according to their impact on
the project. Some of them can have serious impact on the project just like the preceding ones,
while other CSFs could be less relevant for SMEs. Indeed, most research and studies on the
CSFs topic were conducted with data from large enterprises. This is the case for the works
cited in this section. The remaining CSFs will thus be presented on the same level, but with
the SMEs particular characteristics in mind. The whole set will then be categorized in the next
section, according to their relative importance in the various stages of the life-cycle from the
previous section.
• Good project scope management : The project scope management deals with both scope
definition and subsequent scope control [EST2K]. This concern in ERP implementations
is not addressed in [HOL99], and not cited as a ‘best practice recommendations’ in the
SAP BO methodology, but anyway, this CSF is related to the clear business vision, and it
is recommended to agree on the goals to achieve by the end of the implementation. The
scope management can thus be considered as an important CSF too, in order to satisfy
the targeted objectives and being able to qualify the implementation as a success.
• Legacy systems : Even if the implementation of a new ERP system will undoubtedly
involve an investment in new hardware, and maybe later the purchase of other software
related to the ERP solution, the limited resources in SMEs encourages to consider the
legacy systems and think about the possible reusability of its former components.
• Reduced troubleshooting : This CSF is logically considered as much in large enterprises
as in SMEs. Indeed it is preferable to avoid the problems than to spend too much time
to resolve them.
• Avoid customization : This CSF is very important from a SME point of view, because this
part of the implementation, when the alignment between the new ERP system and the
business processes of enterprise, is one of the most expensive tasks. Customization must
be reduced at its minimum, in order to reduce the cost and the difficulty to implement
the ERP system.
• Adequate training program : It seems obvious that the training sessions for the new
system must be correctly conducted, in order to receive a correct acceptance from the
new system by the enterprise’s end users. This is true for large enterprises, but also
for smaller organizational structures like SMEs. On another hand, ‘adequate training
program’ also means that this must not last for a too long time. The limited resources
prevent the consultant team to impose a huge training time to the enterprise employees.
Indeed, while the users train to the new system, they do not use this time to perform
their every day tasks, and this should also be avoided. An adequate compromise for this
concern is needed for ERP implementations in SMEs.
• Appropriate usage of consultants : The resources available for the implementation should
be used properly, and this also relates to the consultant, of course. This is especially true
in the SMEs context.
• Empowered decision-makers : The part of the implementation team from the enterprise
will often be limited, due to the very nature of the SMEs. Whenever possible and rea-
sonable for the consultant, the people constituting this side of the team must also feel
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that their decisions and advices are important. Even if they are not to be given the most
strategically important decisions, they should not be limited only to the simplest tasks.
Implying them in some important parts of the process will ensure a better motivation on
their side, even if the control of the implementation must obviously stay on the consultant
side.
• Dedicated staff and consultants : This CSF is very important, especially in SMEs. Ac-
cording to [EST2K], ‘the time dedicated to the implementation project is shared with other
activities’, and it is ‘important that the staff believes in the project success’. This is even
more critical if the SME context, with this kind of organic structures, where people have
a lot of contacts with each other, and can quickly communicate their beliefs and fears.
Furthermore, due to the limited amount of human resources available in SMEs to help
the implementation, it is important for them to be fully interested and motivated by the
project too.
• BPC and software configuration : The particular flexibility of SMEs, preferring simplicity
and flexibility regarding their process and organizational structures [HOY07], eases the
Business Process Change management and the software configuration
• Monitoring and feedback : Obviously, monitoring the implementation and asking for, or
receiving feedback is important to react if a problem had to occur during the implementa-
tion, regarding the plans and schedule established during the earlier stages. However it is
not as important as in larger, more complex organizations. We already pointed out the dif-
ferences between the rigidity of large enterprises structures, and the flexibility of smaller,
more organic structures among SMEs. A constant monitoring must be undertaken, but
in a smaller scale, and without mobilizing as many resources as in larger enterprises.
• Project champion : Because of the reduced size of implementation teams in SMEs, and
unless the structure would be so small that only one person from the SME could help
the implementation process, it is not reasonable to think about entirely mobilizing one
people in the SME as project champion, due to both the limitations of human resources
available, and to avoid taking all the needed information from only one person. On another
hand, the role of project champion, being to motivate the people in the organization and
interesting the final users to the new system, being a sort of link between the consultant
part of the team and the enterprise side, can be assumed by the whole enterprise side of
the implementation team, instead of just in one person’s responsibility.
• Effective organizational management : An effective organizational management is impor-
tant, but as exposed previously, the organization is generally more flexible in a SME than
in larger enterprises, so logically the organizational management CSF can be placed at a
secondary level, when compared to its relative importance for large enterprises.
• Comprehensive business process reengineering : As exposed previously, it is better to
modify the business processes of the enterprise to the software, than to try tailoring
the software the other way round. This is important not to neglect this aspect of the
alignment, of course, but this alignment poses generally less problems in SMEs due to
their flexibility and reactivity, than in bigger organizations. A correct business process
reengineering strategy must however been agreed upon, at the beginning of the project.
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8.2 Relative importance of CSFs
Using the life-cycle from the previous section, it is possible to categorize the various CSFs in
the different phases, according to their respective relevance. Figure 8.1 illustrates the alignment
between the CSFs and their corresponding life-cycle stages and dimensions. A larger version is
illustrated in Appendix D as Figure 3 to express more clearly the various dimensions. Figure
8.1 is presented here instead of Figure 3 for reading concerns, and because Figure 8.1 has been
produced through the comparisons and first categorization from Figure 3. In this Figure, the
stress is made on the relevance for the various stages, while the Figure presented in Appendix
puts the stress on the dimensions first. The remaining of this section will summarize the
conclusions about this distribution.
Figure 8.1: CSFs relevance in SMEs according to the life-cycle
Some CSFs need to be considered during the entire implementation process, like the good
communication inwards and outwards, regular client consultation, or the continuous manage-
ment support. Some other ones, on another hand, have a specific time range and are applicable
only during that time. Adequate training program, or adequate project team for example, are
only applicable during particular tasks which must be concluded at a particular time during
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the project. Generally the dimensions of the life-cycle contains both types of CSFs, in different
proportions. For a deep analysis of every CSF relevance regarding every stage of the classical
ASAP methodology for SAP Business Suite, the interested reader is invited to consult [EST01]
which classifies every critical success factor of [EST2K].
8.2.1 Change Management dimension
The CSFs related to change management are generally centered around the implementation
part of the life-cycle. The legacy systems must be taken into account mainly during this step,
while considering the installation of the new system, the earlier phases of design and project
preparation do not deal with this matter. On the same level, the project scope management
starts when the project scope has been defined, and this is done during the AS-IS part.
On another hand, it is recommended to avoid customization during the entire project.
[EST01] states that it should ‘always’ be ‘taken into account while managers are making deci-
sions.’
8.2.2 People dimension
This dimension contains more CSFs than any other, and most of them span through the
entire project. Continuous management support has been frequently pointed out as an essential
CSF, as well as regular client consultation, which must be maintained during the entire project.
Client acceptance, as well as dedicated staff and consultants are also desirable during the entire
project. The appropriate usage of consultants is also a people-related CSF, as well as an
adequate project team composition, but these two must be restricted to the AS-IS part of the
implementation. Indeed the composition is decided during the early stages of the project, and
the consultant usage is ‘especially relevant in the first phase when the managers have to decide
the how, when and number of consultants that they will incorporate in the project team’ [EST01].
Finally, the adequate training program could be limited to the testing and go-live part, but it
would be better to consider it spanning during the entire Implementation part, because it must
be planned earlier, and the training in general begins before the training of the end users, with
the power users and the enterprise side of the implementation team. The review of these CSFs
and the fact that the people dimension takes the biggest number of them suggest that this part
of ERP implementation projects in SME is one of the most, if not the most, important concern
to consider while implementing such software.
8.2.3 Process dimension
Except for the good communication inwards and outwards which must be maintained during
the entire project, and essential for ERP implementation projects to succeed, all the CSFs
addressing the process dimension are relevant only during selected parts of the implementation.
Indeed, the process dimension addresses the way things must be done during the project, so
logically each stage of the process has its own recommendations and guidelines. For example,
it is recommended to ensure a clear and common business vision during the early stage of the
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implementation, in order to agree on the objectives to achieve and to plan the further steps of the
implementation. At the same time, the project schedule and plans must be formalized to avoid
being ambiguous and to ensure a better planning of the further activities of the implementation.
However, the relevance of this CSF ‘decreases during the implementation project’, as shown in
[EST01]. Finally, the troubleshooting steps, hopefully minimal, must occur during the Testing
and Go-live step of the implementation.
8.2.4 Product dimension
This last dimension of the life-cycle only refers to one CSF to be considered during the early
stages : choosing the adequate ERP version for the enterprise. Indeed, choosing an ERP solution
matching the objectives of the SME, and easily customizable to the enterprise requirements,
will ensure a reduction of time and effort during the alignment process, the identification and
modeling, and all the preliminary steps of the project. Apart from this CSF, no other one has
such an important impact on the product dimension.
8.3 Conclusions
CSFs for a successful ERP implementation must be perceived as guidelines or recommen-
dations more than goals or milestones. Missing one or more CSFs will not necessarily mean
a failed implementation but, on another hand, following each recommendation will ensure an
easier and safer implementation. Other previous works such as [EST2K, EST01, NLK01] have
been done to unify and classify the various CSFs along the relevant implementation phases, for
different CSFs and different life-cycles. There is still no consensus in the academic literature on
a strict, defined topology on CSFs for ERP implementations, or on a way to classify them, but
while this work is not intended to be the universal solution, it provides another look on a classi-
fication of relevant CSFs for a successful implementation in SMEs, pointing out the importance
of the people involved during the whole implementation and their needed characteristics, with
the People dimension being the most populated of the four dimensions, directly followed by the
Change Management and the Process dimensions. This should tend to prove that ERP projects
are driven by the people conducting it, before everything else. This classification also shows
the same results as previous works considering the relevance of CSFs for every implementation
stage, the first stages containing far more CSFs than the last ones, when the system has gone
‘live’, which seems obvious because most problems could be encountered and avoided before the
‘Go-Live’ step.
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Section 9 :
Modeling techniques improvements
Content : This chapter is aimed at describing the modeling improvements
proposed for ERP implementations in SMEs, presenting the proposed modeling
concepts and techniques which could be used to improve ERP implementation
methodologies.
9.1 Context and schedule to use modeling techniques
Modeling techniques in general must be used from the beginning of the project to positively
impact the implementation. Several advantages will be drawn later during the project, but
logically all the modeling work must be done early, during the AS-IS state of the system.
More concretely, the two stages of the AS-IS state of the system are the Project Preparation
and the Identification and Modeling stages, and even if the modeling tasks can have a very
positive impact on later implementation stages such as the alignment, the context used to
conduct the modeling tasks will be these two stages of the AS-IS part of the life-cycle.
The project preparation consists in a first approach of the enterprise system, and as such,
the modeling tasks during this part should be minimal and must stay general, while efficient in
a small amount of time. The main purpose at this stage is to give a general idea of the possible
improvements that must be brought to the enterprise information system, not to get into the
details. As illustrated in Figure 7.3, some of the main tasks to be conducted during the project
preparation are the definition of goals and flaws, a first elicitation of the requirements and the
analysis of the impact of the ERP solution. These tend to confirm the aim to keep an abstract
point of view.
On another hand, during the next stage, namely identification and modeling, the implemen-
tation team must refine the goals, define the KPIs, identify and model the critical business
processes, among other tasks. The focus must go deeper in the analysis of the enterprise and
by the end of this stage, all the modeling tasks, which could ensure a better implementation
during the next steps, should have been conducted.
9.2 Modeling techniques
9.2.1 Stressed perspectives for modeling improvements
As stated earlier in this document, several modeling points of view such as the ones from
Zachman’s framework can be outlined while trying to model an enterprise. The two main
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perspectives which require more focus during the early stages of the life-cycle will be the Why
and the How from the Zachman framework [ZAC87] : the goals and the business processes. The
other perspectives, such as the What, or data perspective, are indeed generally largely covered
during the implementation, by the enterprise specific methodologies.
This is a quite strong assumption, and this is also true that some other perspectives could
benefit from such analysis, but this document will be focused on the the Why and the How,
for the modeling tasks related to the first implementation stages. Obviously the enterprise
data structures, formats and objects must be carefully analyzed and the ERP software tailored
accordingly, but this is already covered by simple methods and tools provided by the ERP
vendor for each solution, with a relative low time and resource investment, in regard to the
solution considered and the complexity of the enterprise. Another perspective which could be
analyzed and improved by modeling techniques, for example, would be the Where, for scalability
concerns.
9.2.2 Remarks on data modeling
The stress is not laid on that part of the modeling tasks in this document, but it does not
mean that this part of the requirements elicitation is less important. This short section explains
in more details the reasons to put aside heavy data modeling techniques while keeping the goals
and business processes on the front line.
During ERP software installations, most data formats can be adapted to suit the enterprise
needs, and customized fields can also be added to any document used in the enterprise, under
the form of User-Defined Fields (UDFs) for SAP Business One, for example. Furthermore,
SMEs can not support a deep analysis of every data object in every business which would be
supported by the ERP software.
The analysis of the data objects and structures used in the enterprise must be done in some
way however, but the notation must be questioned. The notation must be chosen according
to the need to formalize the data objects, thus according to the importance of the business
processes where the data object intervenes. A deep data formalization will require a class
diagram for a large amount of business objects, and the important constraint to keep in mind
here is the resource limitations induced by the SME structure. It would be very time-consuming
to realize a complete data model for every business object of every business process which would
be supported by the ERP software solution. Depending on the data objects to model, it could
also be hard to understand from the enterprise point-of-view. On another hand, other UML
notations can be used for a higher level of comprehension, like package diagrams for example.
This will vary for every different enterprise and can have a serious impact on the time and
resources involved, so the data analysis must be conducted carefully, while keeping in mind the
resource limitations.
Finally, the data analysis is generally included and fully supported by the vendor method-
ologies and tools. For example, the Business Blueprint document from the SAP Business One
Accelerated Implementation Program [SAP08] contains a complete range of questions about data
formats, average amount of data transferred by business unit over given periods, and every data
aspect which will help to configure the system on both software and hardware aspects. This
document has the advantage to treat every data concern while staying as fast as possible.
The most critical part of an ERP software implementation project is the alignment process,
and this alignment will be driven by the goals, and measured in terms of efforts by the gap
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between the AS-IS business processes in the enterprise, and the TO-BE processes.
9.3 Modeling the Generic and the Specific
To draw a significant advantage from modeling techniques, it is essential to avoid repeating
the entire modeling work for every implementation. Instead, a better option would be to benefit
from reference models, which would be generic and reusable as starting points for every ERP im-
plementation. These generic reference models would then be used to derive the specific models,
tailored to the enterprise needs. This is an important condition for modeling tasks to be efficient
and not too much time consuming during the implementation process. Figure 9.1 illustrates the
relations between generic and specific modeling, in regard to the whole implementation process.
Figure 9.1: Modeling the Generic and the Specific
Generic reference models should be available to the consultant, such as generic goals, or
generic business process models, illustrating the business processes support of the ERP solution
to be implemented in the enterprise. These two reference models could then be used to derive
the specific, customized models, aligned to the enterprise needs.
9.3.1 Performance estimation and performance measurement
The evaluation of the ERP system performance should be twofold, as explained earlier. First,
an estimation of the expected improvements brought by the ERP software must be conducted
before the adoption of the software, to show the solution’s potential to answer to the SME
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problems pointed out by the top management. Then there is a need to monitor the performance
of the system, according to the specifications defined earlier, to verify how the software answers
to the problems the SME was facing prior to the ERP implementation. Only when the milestones
considered at the beginning of the project will be encountered by the performances of the system,
might the ERP implementation project considered as a true ‘success’.
From now on, we stress the two implementation stages from the beginning of the project,
during the business case definition. Each one of these stages needs a different level of details,
for every modeling technique considered, and the next two chapters will detail the proposed
improvements in terms of goal and process modeling, during the two first stages of the ERP
implementation.
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Modeling during the Project
Preparation stage
Content : The purpose of this stage is to find an agreement between the en-
terprise management and the consulting team. Ultimately, the contract should
be signed by the end of this stage. The recommended techniques will thus
keep a general view of the system. Before detailing the proposed goal modeling
technique, the team should ensure the adequacy of the ERP solution before
everything else, and a financial analysis of the strategic goals will generally
also be done. Then goal modeling is the main modeling technique considered
seriously, during the project preparation. Indeed, the generic goals will help to
determine the steering objectives of the enterprise : the strategic goals.
10.1 Preliminary tasks
The goal analysis will generally not be conducted directly. Both the enterprise and the
consulting team must first ensure the adequacy of the ERP solution, and the top management
will generally ask for a financial analysis of the benefits of the ERP solution adoption. While
the relevance of such financial analysis can be questioned, this will often be a prerequisite to
discuss about the ERP implementation. These two preliminary steps are presented in the rest
of this section.
10.1.1 Adequacy estimation
It is important to identify the problems the enterprise is facing, and to align them with
the functions offered by the software. The characterization of the SME considered must be
done before everything else, in order to estimate whether or not the software solution fits with
the requirements of the SME. Such methods should be customized according to the software,
and tools to fulfill these tasks are generally provided by the ERP vendor. For example, the
‘Opportunity Qualification Tool’ from the SAP group [SAP08] proposes several generic questions
covering topics like :
• the industry segment : for example Retail, Wholesale/distribution or Professional Services
• the industry vertical : for example Food, Chemicals, Banking or Consulting
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• the number of employees
• the planned annual growth
• the modules to be used
• the number of add-ons which could be needed
• the average number of Sales documents per year as well as the average number of lines in
them.
The adequacy of the software solutions to the enterprise situation will be assessed, according
to each answer. This task will also help to determine the enterprise characteristics, and allow
the team to go further, once the ERP solution adequacy has been assumed.
10.1.2 Financial assessment
Another task to be done during the early days of ERP implementation projects will be to
financially value the advantages brought by the ERP software solution. Indeed, most of the
time, top managers of SMEs firstly think in terms of costs and financial benefits of an ERP
implementation. Of course this is understandable for them to reason about the financial benefits,
and generally ‘calculating cost and benefits is a prerequisite for decision-making’ [SOL04]. On
another hand, [WEI07] pointed out the lack of efficiency in calculating the performance through
conventional financial methods, and the need to take the other benefits into account, such as
information sharing, or user satisfaction.
This task will generally be a prerequisite to discuss with the top management though, and
this can be achieved by the mean of a ROI tool like the one illustrated in Figure 6.1, for
example, quickly evaluating the strategical benefits of the adoption of the software solution,
based on questions about strategic advantages aimed by the top management. Such tool will
allow the team to financially value the strategic goals, on a very high level.
10.2 Language for modeling during this stage
Goal modeling is an important step for ERP implementations mainly for two reasons :
• Clearly establish the goals intended for the implementation of the ERP software by the top
management, in order to focus the attention of the implementation team on the problems
the enterprise is facing, and not only on the ERP solution. This makes goal modeling an
important step of requirements elicitation for ERP software implementations.
• Being able to track down later the performance of the ERP software implementation in
regard to the goals stated.
During this stage of the implementation, only the first of these two points is interesting,
because the team needs to get the ‘big picture’. The means and techniques to track the perfor-
mance will be detailed later on.
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Figure 10.1: Metamodel for this stage
Goal modeling is the main technique considered during this stage of the implementation.
The various concepts are illustrated in the metamodel of Figure 10.1.
• Strategic Goal : Generic goals of the enterprise, drawn from [GAM06]. Each strategic
goal belongs to one category and is weighted by a priority factor.
• Category : Inputs and Outputs, Internal Structure, Resources, or Project Costs. These
four categories are used together to classify all the Strategic Goals of the enterprise that
the ERP solution will help to achieve. The Project Costs category is weighted by a Priority
Factor of 100%, and the sum of the other three categories priority factors is 100%.
• Priority Factor : Percentage of relative importance for each goal regarding the other ones
of the same level, and each category regarding the other categories. The Project Costs
Priority Factor is always 100%, to deal with the project costs in parallel to the other goal
categories. The sum of all priority factors of the other three categories is 100%, as no
other category can be used.
• Organization Strategic Goal : Goal belonging to one of the three categories : Inputs and
Outputs, Internal Structure, and Resources.
• Project Goal : Goals that belong to the Project Costs category. These are the project
cost goals, in terms of both money and time. These goals are measured by a Measure.
• Measure : Value to asses the achievement of the project cost goals, always expressed in
terms of gap between scheduled situation and present situation.
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10.2.1 Discussion about the concepts
The VIP Map from the SAP group, illustrated in Figure 5.3, could have been chosen as a
starting point to elicit the strategic goals of the enterprise. Indeed, a parallelism could be made
with the Visions from SAP with strategic goals, the Indicators being the mean to verify the
achievement of each goal, and the Pains being the flaws, which needs to be solved, in order
to achieve the goal. Furthermore, the objectives defined in the VIP maps could be divided
in several pains, which would represent the various flaws behind the operational goals, which
together allow the achievement of the higher-level goal.
The problem with the VIP maps however was a lack of general reference to be analyzed,
or general structure, from which the strategic objectives could be sorted out. To mitigate
this problem, the analysis was pushed toward the Business Scorecards (BSC) from Kaplan and
Norton [KAP92, KAP96], or the works from Magnus Gammelg˚ard [GAM06, GAM07] which
categorize the strategic goals. An important choice was made at this point to categorize the
strategic goals, to be able to establish a defined generic model, composed of a predefined number
of goals. These goals could then be categorized, and reused later to derive the specific goal model
of the enterprise.
Gammelg˚ard identifies three different business value dimensions, namely the Inputs and out-
puts of the organization, the Organizational resources, and the Organizational structure [GAM07].
These dimensions and goals are illustrated in Table 6.2. The BSC on another hand identifies
four perspectives to analyze an enterprise performance : the Financial, Customer, Internal
business, and Innovation and learning perspectives. (see Figure 6.3)
Each of these categorizations has its advantages and disadvantages, and the VIP maps seemed
promising, but here are the points to keep in mind while trying to find an adequate compromise
solution :
• The VIP maps are a clear tool and stay simple and expressive, with the availability of a
high level of details if required.
• The Gammelg˚ard management assessment framework, in its method to analyze the busi-
ness organization, has the advantage to be built on a IT/IS investments benefits catego-
rization, which in turns relies on an important literature study, covering all the possible
kinds of benefits for IT investments. [GAM06]
• The balanced scorecard classifies the financial objectives in a separate perspective, making
it possible to directly reuse the data from the financial evaluation conducted earlier with
for example a ROI tool like the one illustrated in Figure 6.1. Furthermore, balanced
scorecards can be hierarchically structured, and each goal in the BSC can be valued with
a corresponding measure, like in the VIP map notation, for example.
10.2.2 Suggested categorization
At first sight, it is hard to support one categorization over the other to define a categorization
for the language to use during this stage. However some of the perspectives used in BSCs are
found as subdimensions in the Gammelg˚ard categorization : the Customer perspective is a
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part of the Business as a black box, and the Learning and Growth perspective is both about
the resources and the structure of the organization. Indeed the (‘Learning and Knowledge’
perspective is referenced by the Gammelg˚ard categorization under the Resources of the business
dimension, and the future growth possibilities are taken into consideration in the Structure of
the organization dimension, with business values such as ‘Strategy formulation and planning’,
‘Change management’, or ‘Control and follow up’ [GAM06]. From the four perspectives of the
BSC, only the Internal business perspective can not be compared to a subset of the Gammelg˚ard
categorization, but can be assimilated as the ‘structure of the business organization’.
This leaves the Financial perspective aside, which could be added as a parallel dimension
in the categorization, to allow the top management to monitor the financial objectives of the
project in parallel to the other ones. It is important to note that the objectives defined in
ROI calculation tools, like the one illustrated in Figure 6.1, will not be measurable during the
implementation, and shall only be fulfilled after several months of use of the new system. Thus
they can not be placed in the financial perspective, but in their respective other dimensions.
The Financial dimension is thus more like a ‘controlling’ dimension, to monitor the expenses
of the implementation project. It is composed of the project objectives defined in terms of
time and cost expenses, which should also be monitored later, and achieved along with the
other strategic goals, to allow the team to finally qualify the implementation as a success, as
explained in [WEI07].
This reasoning would result in the following four categories in our language :
• Inputs and Outputs : matching the Business as a black box dimension from [GAM07].
• Business Resources : composed of the objectives related to the human and non-human
resources, detailed in [GAM07].
• Internal Structure : identical to the dimension of the same name from [GAM07], detailed
previously.
• Project costs : divided in time and cash costs, as illustrated in [WEI07].
At this point, the implementation team can now fulfill a table with these four dimensions,
with the commonly accepted financial objectives and the strategic objectives defined for the
implementation project.
10.2.3 About the priority of the strategic goals
The categories used in the language have a special property : the priority factor. Every
strategic goal has its relevance through the eyes of the top management, and generally they
will need to achieve every strategic objective considered, but valuing each of them will prioritize
them. Following the methodology used in [WEI07], it is possible to value each strategic objective
in regard to its dimension, and each dimension in regard to the other ones. Such notion is
included in the language to allow the implementation team to prioritize the strategic goals of
the project.
The project-related objectives need a special attention, and must be dealt apart from the
other ones. Indeed the costs implied by the project must be monitored continuously, while
the other objectives will only be achieved some time after the Go-Live. The project Costs
goals should not be valued according to (or in competition with) the strategic objectives of
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the implementation. These special characteristics of the Project Costs goals are illustrated by a
static priority factor of 100% in the language, to fix their priority apart from the other enterprise
strategic goals.
10.3 Syntax of the language
The syntax proposed for the presentation of the language is based on the tabular arrange-
ments from [WEI07, KAP92]. Each of the four categories is valued by a priority against each
other, then the respective rows are divided according to the goals of each category. Each of
these goals is valued in the next column by its priority factor, and the last column provides
the measure for the project costs goals. Table 10.1 illustrates the general arrangement of the
categories, goals, priority factors and measures.
Table 10.1: Syntax of the goal model
10.4 Generic model
A generic model can be built from the language and the syntax defined earlier. By inserting
the twenty-five generic goals for IT/IS investments from [GAM06] in the syntax, the generic
model illustrated in Table 10.2 can be drawn.
The generic model include details about project costs goals and their measures, similarly to
their representation in [WEI07] (see Appendix E), considering the two main constraints of the
project management, being cost and time.
• Cost constraints : this includes the four main costs, namely the software, infrastructure,
maintenance and consultant costs.
• Time constraint : the time planned for the completion of the project.
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Table 10.2: Generic goal model
The measure for the project management objectives is the gap between what has been
planned and the real expenses, being cost, or time expenses. This is true for all implementation
projects, though the cost goals from Table 10.2 could possibly be more detailed for precision
concerns, according to the four cost constraints detailed earlier. The project costs goals being
focused on time and costs constraints, these two generic goals are included in the generic model.
10.4.1 Methodology
After the adequacy of the software solution has been assessed through the analysis of the
enterprise characteristics, the consulting team and the top management must both come to a
customized goal model. In order to do so, they will proceed as follows :
1. Examine the twenty-five strategic goals and choose which one needs attention
2. Prioritize every category, and every strategic goal of the subset
Table 10.3 is a simple example of what the strategic objectives table could look like. The first
financial estimation which could be made at this point is still subject to change, after further
analysis of the business processes, data, and structure of the organization. Direct indicators
will not be assigned to the strategic goals, as these ones will often need to be divided in a few
operational goals impacting together on their respective higher level, strategic goal.
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Table 10.3: Example of strategic goals classification.
At this point of the implementation, it is too early to conduct a deep analysis of the business
processes, but the business process reference models stay available to the consulting team, to
briefly illustrate the support for one or another process, if it would become necessary. Analyzing
any business process or being too ‘technical’ at this point can be inappropriate. That would
be done during the tasks of the Identification and Modeling stage coming next, and detailed
in the next chapter. The top-level processes can still be discussed and addressed, while trying
to assess the strategic objectives that the ERP implementation will contribute to achieve. The
business processes can be addressed on a high level during this stage, in order to show how the
ERP solution will cover them, but detailed business process modeling should come during the
next stage though, after the contractual agreement.
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Section 11 :
Modeling during the Identification
and Modeling stage
Content : During this stage, the ERP implementation team must achieve
a complete and precise business case definition. The tasks conducted during
the project preparation helped to achieve a common vision and a general idea
of the strategic objectives to achieve, and the business case requirements and
constraints. This stage constitutes a deeper analysis of the enterprise charac-
teristics, in order to determine the complete configuration and customization
of the ERP software solution.
11.1 Language for modeling during this stage
Regarding the goal modeling concerns, the concepts proposed during the previous stage will
be reused to refine the strategic goals into several operational goals. Business process modeling
notions will be added to the previous stage, and this will result in the metamodel presented in
Figure 11.1. The concepts to be used during this stage are thus the ones described in Section
10.2, augmented with the following notions :
• Goal : Abstract entity, used in the metamodel to represent both the strategic and the
sub-level goals. Goals are weighted by a priority factor and impact on one or more generic
reference processes.
• Sub-Level Goal : Goal obtained from a strategic goal through a refinement process. The
sub-level goals are situated in a lower level than the strategic goals.
• Intermediary Goal : Goal situated in a level between the strategic and the operational
goals. An intermediary goal is a sub-level goal which is not an operational goal, but will
be refined later and linked to one to several operational goals.
• Operational Goal : Goal situated in the lowest level of the hierarchy. They can be linked
to an intermediary goal, or directly derived from a strategic goal. An operational goal is
monitored by a Key Performance Indicator.
• Key Performance Indicator : Measure used to monitor the achievement of an operational
goal. a KPI must be measured by the mean of a defined value.
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Figure 11.1: Metamodel for this stage
• Reference Generic Process : Reference Model showing all the possible ways to support a
defined business process by the ERP software solution. A reference generic process model
is defined by a BPMN Extended Diagram.
• Enterprise Customized Process : Process resulting from the refinement of the reference
generic process, through the elimination of the configuration choices gateways. An enter-
prise customized process is defined by a standard BPMN diagram, following the specifi-
cations of [BPMN08].
• BPMN Extended Diagram : Diagram used to model the reference generic processes sup-
ported by an ERP software solution. BPMN extended diagrams use the standard BPMN
notations defined in [BPMN08], and configuration choices gateways.
• Configuration Choices Gateway : notation added to the standard BPMN from [BPMN08],
to represent the possible configuration choices. This notation allows to model the various
configuration choices available in the software solution, described in details in Section
11.2.2, and illustrated in Figure 11.3.
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• BPMN Diagram : Standard Business Process Modeling Notation diagram, following the
specifications from [BPMN08].
It should also be noted that the entity ‘Measure’ from the preceding metamodel was moved
from the project preparation to the identification and modeling, as this measure can possibly be
adjusted after a more complete analysis of the enterprise considered and its business processes.
11.1.1 Discussion about the concepts
The review of the literature about business process modeling during ERP implementations
allowed to point out several important points of this modeling aspect :
• Various notations exist to model the business processes of an enterprise, each one with its
advantages and disadvantages. It goes from EPCs in the SAP Reference Model for SAP
Business Suite [SAP08] to Petri nets or UML 2.0 Activity diagrams.
• There is a serious advantage in owning a reference model in ERP implementation projects.
Such reference model eases the understanding of the way business processes are treated
by the software and help the design of the particular models aimed at an individual SME,
through the ‘Design by Reuse’ paradigm [Aal06, GOT07].
• Several levels of choices in business process models do exist, and this must be taken into
account when designing the general reference model, as explained in [Aal06] or [GOT07].
The choice levels can go from the Configuration choices which must be made once and
only once during the installation, to the Run-Time choices which can represent the various
alternatives to a given process which could turn out differently for every instance of the
process considered.
• Such reference models, when they are available, are designed by the vendors of the software
solution, and this may cause some problems. Studies like [MEN06] have proved that such
models can be flawed, and show the interest of verification tools to ensure the correctness
and completeness of such models.
• The analysis of the ‘ASAP for Business One’ methodology points out the lack of business
process modeling support within the methodology. The configuration choices are deter-
mined while fulfilling the ‘Business Blueprint’ template. Even if this step is at first glance
faster than analyzing a business process model, it does not use any formalism or notation
at all, thus there is no official step, or support material, dedicated to the analysis of the
business processes of the enterprise, or the various alternatives available to make them fit
with the software functionalities.
11.2 Syntax of the language
11.2.1 Goal modeling
The syntax for the goal modeling part of this stage is also mainly based on [WEI07], and follows
the balanced-scorecards approach. Each strategic goal outlined, thanks to the generic model
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illustrated in Table 10.2, will be divided into several sub-level goals. These will then be arranged
in cells within a hierarchical tree structure, along with their priority factors, as illustrated in
Figure 11.2.
Figure 11.2: Syntax for goal modeling
The choice of a hierarchical tree structure has been made because it eases the decomposition
process, and keep the sub-levels clear. The choice to realize a separate tree for each strategic
goal is made in this work to illustrate the concepts. Such division can be made at the category
level if the number of strategic goals is limited, or at a sub-level if a given strategic goals has a
high number of intermediary goals.
11.2.2 Business Process modeling
According to the discussion initiated in [Aal06] and [GOT07], several levels of choice should
be used while dealing with the business process models for ERP software. Most notations lack
such different levels of choices, but some can be extended to support them.
In this work, the mainly used notation is the Business Process Modeling Notation, or BPMN,
from the OMG group [BPMN08]. Indeed, BPMN allows the modeler to express every business
process modeling concept, except a different level for the Gateway symbols, required to il-
lustrate the configuration choices. According to the specifications of the BPMN language,
BPMN can be extended with additional symbols and ‘non standard elements to satisfy a spe-
cific need’ [BPMN08, p.16]. The gateways presented in the BPMN language can thus logically
be extended, to satisfy the need to model particular choices : in this case the configuration
choices, requiring attention during the software installation. An example of the BPMN ex-
tension proposed in this work is presented in Figure 11.3. This Figure illustrates the original
data-based exclusive-choice gateways, and their configuration choice counterparts.
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(a) Data-Based Exclusive
Gateways of BPMN
V1.1 [BPMN08]
(b) Configuration Choice for
Data-Based Exclusive
Gateways
Figure 11.3: The original Exclusive Data-Based Gateways and the Configuration Choice Gate-
way
The particular gateways used to model the configuration choices such as the ones from
Figure 11.3(b), also respect the recommendations from the BPMN specifications to ‘not alter
the footprint of the basic flow elements’ [BPMN08]. While similar to the original gateways,
the main difference between original gateways and configuration choice gateways is a double-
diamond symbol, which can be easily differentiated at first sight, and do not compromise the
understandability of BPMN diagrams.
The addition of configuration choice gateways results in an extended BPMN to model the
generic business process reference models of the ERP solution. Such notation gives to the
modeler both abilities to ‘hide’ and ‘block’ specific process parts, both being needed properties
to configurable reference models, as stated in [Aal06, p. 515].
The ability of hiding several parts, is naturally provided by the multiple abstraction levels
provided by BPMN. A sub-process can indeed be modeled with all the steps within it, or
abstracted to the simple name of the subprocess. Figure 11.4 presents these abstraction levels.
(a) Process B is abstracted (b) Process B is detailed
Figure 11.4: Abstraction capabilities of BPMN
The ability of blocking parts of the reference model is provided by the configuration choice
gateways. Each configuration choice gateway should be analyzed by the implementation team
prior to the installation, and dealt accordingly to model the future processes of the enterprise.
There are several ways to deal with the configuration choices. As pointed out in [Aal06],
configuration choices can block one or another part of the reference model, but there is still
another possibility : to leave this choice at run-time. Keeping the original BPMN gateways
syntax allows to transform the original reference model into a customized model, matching the
business process of the enterprise, and supporting all the possible gateways of BPMN. The cus-
tomization process requires to deal with each configuration choice gateway, and transform it into
the corresponding ‘classic’ gateway, in order to leave the decision at run-time (Figures 11.5(b)
and 11.5(c)), or just simply replace the gateway with a straight link, if only one possibility for
this particular choice should be chosen (Figure 11.5(d)).
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(a) Original reference process model (b) Option to Task B is blocked
(c) Option to Task C is blocked (d) Option to Task B and D are blocked
Figure 11.5: Configuration process examples
The business process model resulting from the configuration process should be clean from
all configuration choice gateways, producing a classic BPMN diagram. It is important for the
modeler to check that the syntax of the resulting BPMN diagram stays coherent with the BPMN
specifications. For example, a classic exclusive gateway, refined from the configuration process,
should not have only one exit. Similarly, if an inclusive gateway, allowing one or more sequence
flows for the same gateway ([BPMN08]), should be on a configuration choice level, and then
refined in a ‘classic’ inclusive gateway ([BPMN08, p. 80 ]), it should keep the same semantics,
allowing one or more sequence flows simultaneously, for a given instance of the process.
11.3 Generic model
11.3.1 Generic goal model
There is no generic goal model at this stage, as the goal model from this stage is derived
from the specific goal model created during the project preparation stage. No generic goal model
can be defined for goals on a lower level than the strategic level, because these goals can vary
from one ERP solution to another. This depends on the functionalities specific support for the
considered solution. Such a generic hierarchy for every strategic goal could be drawn for one
particular solution though, according to the functionalities of the software. However, this should
be realized and continuously improved with the support of real case data. Furthermore, such
generic tree could also vary from one enterprise to another, considering the same solution. For
example, the pick & pack manager from SAP Business One can improve the Sales-to-Delivery
process, but if the enterprise top management chooses not to use this functionality for the
inventory management, it will have to be deleted from the hierarchical goal model.
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11.3.2 Generic Business Process model
The generic business process model must reflect the support of the various business functions
of an enterprise by the software. Such generic reference model is thus composed of several
business process models, detailing the support of every business process of the enterprise that
the ERP system is going to support.
Such reference model includes the notion of configuration choices explained earlier, and
follows the syntax described in Section 11.2.2. As an illustration, the Sales Process support
of SAP Business One, modeled in BPMN extended with configuration choices, is presented in
Appendix E.
11.4 Methodology
During this part of the project, goal modeling tasks should be conducted along with business
process modeling tasks.
11.4.1 Goal Modeling tasks
We already noted that managers of an enterprise in need of ERP software will first think
in terms of goals instead of business processes, or data for example. However, a complete and
too exhaustive goal modeling would make the goal modeling tasks inefficient. A compromise
solution must be found between no goal modeling at all and method resulting in too much time
consumption.
The goal modeling tasks at this point are the following :
1. Refine the strategic objectives for every business unit, following the balanced scorecard
approach.
2. Continue to refine the objectives as needed, until the operational level, where correspond-
ing Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) can be determined.
Establishing the goal hierarchy
The idea is to use the strategic objectives defined earlier, to determine the operational
objectives which will allow their completion. The related operational objectives must be deduced
at some point, to determine the proportions in which the ERP software will be available to help
the SME considered. The strategic goals will almost always be refined in several other goals,
but for reading concerns, it is possible to consider several intermediary levels to the hierarchy,
between the few strategic goals, and the many operational goals. An example of such hierarchy
inspired from [WEI07] is illustrated in Figure 11.6.
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Figure 11.6: Goals hierarchy example
At this point, a complete goal hierarchy is available to the implementation team, and both
the strategic and operational goals to achieve are clearly defined. The next step is to assign a
KPI to each operational objective, in order to measure the performance of the system.
Assigning the corresponding KPIs
The notation exposed previously should now be augmented, in order to include a measurable
indicator to the operational goals, reflecting the actual situation of the enterprise. This would
lead to a notation combining both goal modeling and performance monitoring, which still would
not be too expensive. This might not be as accurate as a deep analysis of the objectives among
every business unit of the whole enterprise however, but such compromise would still fulfill the
purpose of a goal analysis, for resource-limited enterprises though.
Measuring the goals achievements
Until now, the performance measurement techniques were only addressing performance es-
timation, but from now on with the help of the KPIs defined earlier, the implementation team
can begin to monitor the performance of the system.
Following the way strategic objectives were valued according to each other, intermediary and
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operational goals can also be valued with a proportion factor, to weight them according to the
other goals of the same level. This can be done recursively to the highest level, as illustrated in
Figure 11.7, and previously for strategic goals in Table 10.3.
Figure 11.7: Valued goals and KPIs example
When the objectives are defined through the entire hierarchy and valued according to the
entire set, one KPI can be derived for each fundamental objective, in order to define the mile-
stone to achieve. Only then can the performance assessment after the project be possible.
Regular performance monitoring
Through the entire project, the KPIs can be measured to value them according to the to-be
value defined during the requirements elicitation. Performance monitoring could be conducted
on a regular basis during the project, to monitor the goals stated earlier, but this process
generally faces a cost problem and thus become neglected. For example, the ASAP for Business
One methodology only recommends to check at the end of the project if the goals intended are
met, but there is no recommendation to continuously measure it during the project. Such
monitoring could be valuable though, regarding the goals of the project costs category, but a
correct time frame must be agreed upon, to avoid spending too much time and resources on
this task. Such monitoring can then result in updates of the goal hierarchy and achievements
of the KPIs. The interest of measuring the KPIs before the entire completion of the project
can be questionable, as some goals will only be achieved by the end of the project, or even after
some use in the organization, but the use of precise KPIs is undoubtedly an asset after the
implementation to precisely determine the ERP implementation benefits.
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11.4.2 Business Process Modeling tasks
The addition of business process modeling at this stage of the project gives to the imple-
mentation team a clear vision of the future business processes, as they will be supported by the
software. The reusability of the business process reference model also allows a deep analysis of
the organization important processes, while still keeping the costs in terms of resource and time
on a low level.
The main part of the business processes analysis takes place during this stage of the imple-
mentation. The proposed tasks are the following :
1. Determine, in parallel with the goal hierarchy, which business processes will be the most
critical, and require the most attention. Take advice from the top management about this
matter whenever it is needed.
2. For each business process in the reference models to be supported by the ERP solution, re-
fine the generic model to determine the customized business process and the configuration
choices, according to the requirements of the enterprise.
3. Use the refined business processes, which both sides of the implementation agreed upon,
to configure the handling of the various business processes and functions.
The Pick and Pack manager from SAP Business One will be used as an illustration to
briefly show the customization process. In SAP Business One 2005, the enterprise has the
ability to use a special functionality of the software, named the Pick and Pack Manager. The
top management can choose to enable this functionality if the inventory is managed by serial
numbers, and package units are properly configured. This function of the software allows the
system to suggest, for an issued reserve invoice, the matching items to be picked in the warehouse
and the package units to ship the inventory items in. This allows to track down the inventory
items, thanks to the serial numbers and the information of the pick and pack manager, as well
as keeping a trail of the items with the packages information. Furthermore, this saves time for
both the sales and the warehouse employees. The system automatically suggests the items and
the packages units. It also gives information to the warehouse about which items must precisely
be included in the shipping. The simplified generic process is illustrated in Figure 11.8.
Figure 11.8: Pick and Pack manager generic reference model
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The Figures 11.9(a) and 11.9(b) illustrates two possibilities to manage the process : with or
without the pick and pack manager.
(a) Pick and Pack manager enabled (b) Pick and Pack manager disabled
Figure 11.9: Pick and Pack manager configuration choices
A third possibility is available, as explained in Section 11.2.2. The choice to use the Pick and
Pack manager could be left to run-time. This would result in a customized model very similar to
Figure 11.8, with the only replacement of the configuration choice by the corresponding exclusive
choice gateway from BPMN. The refinement process of the reference model consists in replacing
each configuration choice gateway by the chosen support for this part of the process, with
respects to the original BPMN gateways semantics, as explained earlier. The customized process
is obtained by repeating this action for every configuration choice gateway of the reference model.
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Section 12 :
Case study
Content : This section presents a case study used as an illustration of the
methodology and techniques for the early stages of an ERP implementation.
12.1 Case study context
A real case analysis could not be available for this work. The case study presented in the
next sections is thus provided as an illustration of the methodology, rather than a demonstration
of its validity. This case study has been inspired from [KAN06] and other observations from
academic works, as well as information from SAP materials, since this case study will be applied
to the SAP Business One solution.
12.2 Enterprise characteristics
Company A is an important SME in the local IT market, selling personal computers and
pieces at low prices for the private individuals or companies. Their recent success in the business
and the diversity of their customers locations made them take the decision to broaden their
activities into three regional sites. The former main establishment of the enterprise is now
used as the operation center and main warehouse for the other two regional sites. This new
infrastructure led to important investments for the company, in terms of real estate, recruitment,
and business process change. The new architecture of the enterprise also required important
IT investments, as their former IT system needed to be upgraded to support the new business
processes to be put in place.
The SME’s business continued to thrive for some months with the former IT system, more
or less tailored to the new infrastructure, but problems rapidly began to arise, such as opera-
tional inefficiency, redundancy, inacurracy of information. The enterprise top management had
predicted that the communication between every enterprise site and their respective business
units would have to be improved. They decided to adopt a new ERP system, in the continuity
of their organizational structure improvements.
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12.3 Project Preparation
The enterprise realized the need for a new ERP system, and decided to move to the new
system as fast as possible, as the enterprise architecture had changed and needed a more efficient
IT system to support commercial and processing activities. Some business processes were indeed
badly flawed due to inadequacy of information and miscommunication. The customer sales order
to deliveries, the inventory management, and financial and accounting information management
processes are some examples of such processes.
The SAP Business One consulting team was contacted to present the ERP solution, and
eventually short-listed. The project preparation could then begin, by precisely assessing the
adequacy of the software solution.
12.3.1 Adequacy assessment
The first task to be conducted is the adequacy assessment. For this study we used the
Opportunity Qualification Tool designed by the SAP group for their solution SAP Business
One. This material being copyrighted, the exact questions could not be referenced in this work,
but here are some characteristics of the enterprise that the tool allowed to outline :
• This enterprise is a Retail enterprise.
• This enterprise produces a high volume, with a low margin.
• The enterprise employs forty people but will require less than thirty licenses, as the top
management estimates that there is no need for a specific license per employee, but rather
per business unit, and role in the enterprise.
• The accounting and financial components of the solution will be used in the enterprise.
• The inventory management functionality will be used as well, and the enterprise will draw
advantage from the ERP solution to track down their inventory transactions, by serial
numbers, with multibin locations support, for possible future extensions.
• No add-on was required for the support of the IT system.
• Only one warehouse will need to be set up for this implementation.
• the volume of documents, and document lines processed is adequate for the ERP solution
capabilities.
The result of the adequacy assessment concluded that the enterprise requirements were a
match to the features of the ERP solution, with some recommendations though. These rec-
ommendations are dealing with some aspects of the business processes that will be covered by
the solution. For example, the consultant should check with the enterprise whether the SAP
Business One functionality fully supports their retail process, or their needs regarding the mul-
tiple warehouses support, or the Pick and Pack functionality. These examinations should be
done to check if the solution fully supports the enterprise processes, or will require an add-on
or additional development.
These recommendations in the adequacy assessment tool seem to confirm the need for the
availability of the reference model for this stage already.
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12.3.2 ROI calculation
There is a preexisting ROI tool available for the SAP Business One consulting teams. By
the end of the ROI analysis, an estimation of the costs were given to the top management,
along with a very high level estimation of the return on investment. A license for a power
user of SAP Business One is 2,500 e, and a normal user license is 750 e. With these figures
in mind, the top management came to a license budget of 27,500 e, with five power user
licenses, and twenty normal licenses. Given the enterprise characteristics and the first adequacy
assessment, the consulting team estimated the implementation budget to be approximately the
same than the license budget,estimating the entire project cost, including licenses, at around
50,000 e. The first financial estimations suggested that the enterprises should get the return
on investment within a two years period, which seemed promising, and at the same time, they
started the enterprise goal model, to give an insight of the software capabilities to the top
management. Financial figures alone were insufficient to convince the top management, but
they were interested by a goal analysis of their enterprise and the possible consequences of the
software adoption. They proceeded to the next step : the goal modeling.
12.3.3 Goal Modeling
Table 12.1 shows the strategic goal model for the case of enterprise A. To design this model,
the top management first had to value the project costs goals priorities. The three other
categories were then weighted, according to each other and their respective goals.
Table 12.1: Enterprise A strategic goal model
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Project Costs category
The top management of the enterprise chose to put the cost of the project on a slightly
higher priority than the time goals. The SME already suffered high costs for the new enterprise
architecture, and the top management wanted the cost of the project as low as possible, without
neglecting the time goals either. The more time spent on the implementation, the more possible
loss and errors due to the legacy system. Considering the context, the project costs goals were
valued at 60%, and the project time goals at 40%.
Other categories
After defining the project costs goals, the other three categories needed to be valued according
to each other. The Internal Structure category received the highest weight, due to the recent
internal structure that was drastically changed. This category contains most of the goals that
motivated the adoption of a new ERP solution. The enterprise needed an ERP solution adapted
to their needs, to continue excelling in internal structure objectives such as the efficiency, cost
reductions, control and follow up, or communications for example. This category was weighted
at 45%, due to its high importance for the enterprise top management.
The second category was the Inputs and Outputs, weighted at 35%. Strategic goals in this
category also have a high impact on the enterprise. They need to improve their deliveries, and
continue to ensure a high level of quality for their products and services. Customer and supplier
relations are also important for them, to keep sales volume at a high level, and quality products
at the lowest possible price.
The last category is the resources of the enterprise, valued at 20%. The enterprise needed a
better vision of the information on every level of the organization, and better technology and
tools to support its business.
Inputs and Outputs
The important strategic goals in this category are for the top management : the customer
relations and the deliveries, which together had made their success in the past, along with the
quality and differentiation in their products and services. Two other objectives were pointed out
by the top management, but slightly less important though. These are the supplier relations,
from which they should continue to obtain the best products at the best possible price, and the
competitor relations, to watch out for the item prices and offers from the competitors in the
market.
Discarded objectives were the lock-in effects/switching costs, which was not in the philosophy
of the enterprise, the ability to manage more new products and services, the top management
assessing the actual business activities to be enough, and the third party relations, irrelevant
for this case.
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Resources
For this category, the information was valued at a factor of 60%. Due to the new enterprise
architecture, the information flow was indeed a priority for the enterprise. Improved decision
making could also be valuable for the enterprise. The other three strategic goals were discarded.
Learning and knowleddge, as well as organizational culture were considered irrelevant, and no
new technology or non-IT tool was going to be adopted by the enterprise.
Internal Structure
This category was the most important for the enterprise top management. As such, nearly all
the goals were selected by the top management. Only two goals in this category were discarded :
Strategy formulation and planning was discarded, and not considered as relevant as the other
strategic goals of this category, and flexibility was also discarded, as the enterprise context was
not subject to frequent changes.
The rest of the strategic goals were then prioritized. The goals related to the connections
between the business components were considered more important than the other ones. Com-
munication, flow of products/services, control and follow up were thus outlined, but the top
management decided to put the cost reductions goal on the same level as these three. Cost
reductions being a component-related goal, but directly impacting the business activity of the
enterprise. The rest of the goals were considered as desirable, but not as important as the four
others. The first four goals were weighted by a factor of 15%, and the other four by a factor of
10%.
12.3.4 Conclusions for the Project Preparation
The first stage of the implementation allowed both stakeholders to come to the conclusions
that the implementation of the ERP solution could be a real opportunity for both of them. The
enterprise was adequate to the solution possibilities, not requiring any add on, or additional
development at first sight. The ROI was also acceptable for the top management. Unsurpris-
ingly, addressing the goal model, the stress was made on the internal structure goals, as these
were the reasons that drove the enterprise top management to the possibility of a enhanced IT
system with the help of the ERP software.
At this point, most tasks of the project preparation stage were done :
• First elicitation of the requirements, during the first discussions between the consulting
team and the customer.
• Analysis of the enterprise situation during the adequacy assessment.
• Analysis of the ROI.
• Definition of strategic goals and flaws.
• Analysis of the impact of the ERP solution, exposed to the enterprise top management
on the basis of the previous analysis.
The contract was signed a few days later, leading to the Identification and Modeling stage.
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12.4 Identification and Modeling
The implementation team was formed with SAP consultants and power users from the en-
terprise, chosen between the seniors users in various business units. This allowed to ease the
understanding of the business processes and interact with the enterprise future users. Due
to concurrent activities, the SME top management was supporting the implementation, but
could not be as available as needed during the whole implementation process. To mitigate this
problem, a senior user was chosen to help the decision makings during the implementation.
A first schedule of the implementation project was also defined.
12.4.1 Data Modeling
The SAP Business One blueprint questionnaire was given to the enterprise power users, to
fulfill the information required for data customization. Meanwhile, the SAP consultants estab-
lished the goal hierarchy, to model the advantages brought by the ERP in terms of operational
goals and KPIs.
12.4.2 Goal Modeling
The goal model from Table 12.1 was reused to be refined in a hierarchical goal model with
KPIs, composed of various hierarchical trees similar to the one illustrated in Figure 11.7. Fig-
ure 12.1 illustrates the goal model of the Resources category for enterprise A. As further illus-
tration, the Improve customer relations and Improve efficiency goal hierarchies are presented
as Figure 17 and Figure 18 in Appendix F.
Figure 12.1: Enterprise A goal hierarchy for the Resources category
Following the methodology exposed in Section 11.4.1, the strategic goals defined for every
category during the previous stage were refined into lower level goals according to the ERP
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software capabilities, until the operational level. KPIs were chosen according to the software
capabilities for all the operational goals, and the enterprise senior employee then valued each
goal of the hierarchy with the consulting team.
The refinement of the strategic goals into the respective goal hierarchies was initially realized
by the consulting side of the team, because it requires a good knowledge of the ERP solution
to translate the enterprise strategic goals into operational goals, and specific advantages to be
brought by the ERP solution. During the refinement of each strategic goal into operational
goals, the consultant should be very careful to include all aspects of the strategic goal and
translate these aspects into sub level goals, to be achieved with the help of the ERP software.
The enterprise side of the implementation team was then advised, to verify the validity of the
goal model, value the intermediary goals, and possibly acquire precisions on specific functional
goals. A final version of the goal model was then defined by both sides of the implementation
team, with factors for each goal and values for each KPI.
Several observations were done after the conduction of the various goal hierarchies :
• Some KPIs were hard to define precisely. For example, average time for report creation
is easier to define than the average number of additional sales per month which could be
done in the future. (Thanks to the automatic reminders during the sales process, see the
Customer relations goal hierarchy in Appendix F)
• The number of levels was different from one goal to another.
• Improvements appeared clearly under each considered goal. The KPIs appears as unam-
biguous, valued goal to achieve, thanks to the ERP implementation.
• New possibilities for the enterprise appeared thanks to the refinement of the strategic goals
into operational goals. For example, the amount of possible reports for the improve deci-
sion making goal, or the customer activities tracking in the better follow up of customers
goal. The enterprise only had one possible report creation prior to the implementation,
which always involved a lot of time to be created by the top management. Furthermore,
the enterprise never kept track of its past activities for every customer either, only a sales
history was preexisting in their previous sales software.
With The goal hierarchy established for every strategic goal of the enterprise, the objectives
to achieve on every aspect of the implementation, as well as their priorities, became clear to the
entire team.
12.4.3 Business Process Modeling
In parallel to the goal analysis of the enterprise, the most critical business processes were
also being analyzed. The sales process was among the most important processes to the eyes
of the enterprise top management. This business process had a direct impact on several of
their most important strategic goals, such as improvements in customer and supplier relations,
efficiency, productivity, or flow of products and services, for example. This process should also
be analyzed for its consequences on the deliveries, or the information flow within the enterprise,
as well as the needed paperwork during the process. The implementation team thus decided to
proceed in a deeper analysis of the sales process support in their ERP solution.
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One of the first observations done through the reference process model analysis was the
number of entries for the Sales process. The process could start from many different locations,
allowing to create a quotation first or directly start with a Sales Order, or an invoice which was
the only mandatory document. Very few configuration choices were present in the reference
model, and the most noticeable was the sales order management. The functionalities available
in the software to support the sales orders were threefold. The orders could be managed
normally, meaning sales of services or products with inventory management, and deliveries
in case of product selling. A second possibility was aimed at companies managing low stock
inventories, these were the ‘dropship’ and ‘back-to-back’ order management. Back-to-back order
management mean that the sales order creation automatically triggers a message, to create the
matching purchase order in the purchase department. Dropship orders are dealt similarly to
the back-to-back orders, but also include the delivery in the process. Figure 12.2 illustrates a
simplified view of this configuration choice. The complete business process reference model of
the Sales process is presented in Appendix E and illustrates the entire reference model.
Figure 12.2: Order management configuration choice
The Order Management configuration choice is illustrated by a configuration choice related
to a simple data-based exclusive gateway. The reference model could be refined like the simple
process illustrated in Figure 11.5. The data-based gateway should then result in one permanent
choice for all future sales order, or either a subset or the entire set of possibilities. The solution
chosen by the enterprise A to manage its sales orders was to use the classic order management
by default. However, enterprise A also proposed some special articles to their customers, un-
available in stock due to their quantities and high prices. These articles were mainly specific
computer pieces, like high-end graphical boards or flat screens, requiring special orders to their
suppliers. This was previously a source of delays or additional work, but this would become eas-
ily doable with the new solution. The simplified process, refined to the enterprise requirements,
is illustrated in Figure 12.3.
Other components of the Sales process were also investigated, such as the Pick & Pack
manager to ease the delivery process and tracking, or the dunning process for a better follow
up of customer payments, for example.
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Figure 12.3: Customized sales order management for enterprise A
12.4.4 Conclusions for the Business Case Definition
By the end of the Identification and Modeling stage, the modeling tasks prior to the imple-
mentation of the ERP software were achieved, and the ERP software ready to be configured to
the enterprise requirements.
The goal model allowed the enterprise to achieve a clear and unambiguous vision of the
future benefits of the ERP solution on the enterprise. Even if the implementation costs were
high at first sight, the complete goal hierarchy allowed to outline all the functional benefits for
every given strategic goal.
The business model was significantly useful to achieve a common vision of the Sales process
support, as well as other critical processes. Considering the configuration choice gateways
though, these were far less useful in the refinement process of the SAP BO reference model.
This can be explained with the very nature of this ERP software solution. SAP BO was
developed with the goal to achieve a maximum flexibility in the supported processes, and
even if some paths can be blocked, most choices done during the software installation can
possibly be undone. Some other specific places in the process could be altered, and additional
conditions or notifications could be implemented, but this would require additional coding. Such
modifications in the software solution are not considered as configuration choices and are not
illustrated in the reference model.
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Section 13 :
Conclusion
Content : This last section presents some conclusions about the advantages
of modeling during ERP implementations, as well as some observations and
tracks for future improvements or further studies.
13.1 Conclusions
This thesis was written mainly to achieve two main objectives. The first goal was to acquire
a clear and accurate vision of the existing ERP systems, ERP implementations methodologies
and tools, and main topics around it. The second goal of the thesis was to synthesize the
existing implementation methodologies and possible defaults, and suggest possible modeling
improvements to ERP software implementations.
With these objectives in mind, this thesis proposed the following contributions :
• A detailed state of the art on ERP characteristics, main vendors, life-cycles, critical success
factors, modeling techniques, and performance assessment and monitoring.
• A synthesis of the ERP implementation topics addressed in the state of the art, providing
a unified life cycle for ERP software implementations including stages and dimensions, a
review of CSFs for ERP implementations in SMEs, and their relative importance through
the implementation process, and a deep analysis of ERP implementations early stages.
• Proposals for modeling improvements, for early stages of ERP implementations in SMEs,
under goal modeling and business process modeling perspectives, illustrated in a case
study.
The first encountered problem was to acquire the most possibly complete vision of the
ERP software characteristics, implementation methodologies and tools. The state of the art
presented in this thesis tried to be the most possibly extensive within each addressed topic. It
was designed to give a global vision of both ERP systems and ERP implementations, under
several aspects of these major topics. Though it was not intended to address every aspect of
academic researches around ERP system implementations. ERP software is a broad topic, and
other academic works have been published to present the extent of researches around ERP
implementations.
Regarding private tools and methodologies, the only vendor-based methodology available
for this work was the SAP Business One methodology, so this state of the art is limited on
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the observations around the vendor methodologies. From observations over the SAP materials
though, it seems that ERP systems implementations are largely covered by their respective
vendors, by the means of tools, forms, and materials to be provided to the customer. The
analysis of the SAP Business One methodology pointed out a lack of modeling tasks, questioning
the use of such tasks in ERP implementations. From both the observations of the academic
works and the SAP materials, a new, integrated methodology was proposed. This methodology
included a unified life-cycle, CSFs to be used as guidelines for ERP implementation projects
in SMEs, and modeling propositions, including modeling techniques unavailable in the SAP
Business One implementation methodology.
Producing an integrated, unified life-cycle was done to provide a fresh vision of ERP imple-
mentation stages and dimensions. The researches and studies found in the literature use their
own life-cycles or one of the several commonly accepted life-cycles, but there is a lack of a single
unified proposition. Such life-cycle could be useful for researchers to share the same language
in all works. This could allow the researchers in the field to classify their works within each
and every stage of an ERP implementation project, under various dimensions. The life-cycle
presented in this thesis was inspired from all the other life-cycles encountered, and designed to
give the ability for researchers to do such classification. A compromise was found between the
four initial stage of [MAR2K] and the nine stages from [SOJ07], based on the milestones and
main tasks of all the life-cycles. It tries to represent ERP implementations as clearly and simply
as possible. CSFs were then arranged within the life-cycle, to expose the important guidelines
to keep in mind during the implementation project.
Finally, the first two stages of the implementation were detailed, and illustrated in a case
study, to show the potential of modeling techniques in ERP implementations. The SMEs have
stronger constraints than large enterprises, and require even more attention to the costs of the
modeling techniques. These modeling techniques were proposed with that idea in mind.
The modeling techniques presented in these sections have the advantages of being rather
simple, thus not implying high additional costs for the project, while also providing keys to
achieve a common vision of every aspect of the enterprise business, and how the solution will
have to cover them. Goal modeling and business process modeling techniques were based on
the findings in the literature, to help the implementation stakeholders to share a common vision
of the steering objectives of the project, and the business processes of the enterprise.
13.2 Future works
It would be interesting to compare what has been found in the state of the art with method-
ologies coming from other private vendors, or in the open source world. This would allow a
deeper analysis and add information over various topics, like modeling or performance manage-
ment, for example.
A major part of the future works would be related to the proposed methodology. Indeed
the methodology proposed in this work is based on theoretical assumptions and relies mostly
on works from the literature, and observations during their analysis. This methodology needs
to be tested on a real case study, to show its potential, and the details to be improved. This
could not be done during the writing of the thesis, but would ensure the validity of the proposed
modeling techniques of the methodology.
For example, it would be interesting to extensively test the goal modeling technique through
several enterprises and solutions. This could allow a validation of the methodology, an esti-
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mation of the possible reusability level for the goal hierarchies between the enterprises and
solutions, and possible improvements to the notation.
Considering the configuration choices notation, a possible additional extension would be to
deal differently with the hiding and blocking on one hand, as illustrated in this work, and
the optional blocking and hiding on another hand, with another notation, different from the
double-diamond gateways. This might allow a distinction between the configuration choices
which could be deferable to run-time, and the ones which could not. However, the usefulness of
such additional notation would also require some verification on real case studies, and multiple
reference models for various ERP solutions.
A tool could also be developed to support the refinement process from the generic reference
business process model to the specific model of the enterprise. Another useful tool to develop
would support the goal hierarchy design, with the ability to support predefined intermediary
goals, or predefined hierarchies for a specific solution, or a specific industry vertical.
ERP software is a broad topic, and their implementation, always a complex and risky pro-
cess. This work can be used as a basis for anyone willing to conduct research on ERP software,
or ERP implementations. Numerous academic works were referenced, covering and synthesiz-
ing various important aspects around ERP software and their implementations. Commonly
accepted consensus are difficult to achieve within most ERP software topics, due to their very
nature, ERP software being complex, involving the entire organization with high economic
stakes. Furthermore, every ERP software solution has its particularities and every ERP imple-
mentation can be motivated by different reasons. With these important constraints in mind,
further research should be supported through real data analysis, and the methodology should
be experimented in real context to show its potential benefits and flaws, and to be improved in
the future.
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Figure 1: Comparison Table for ERP Capabilities
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Figure 2: Comparison Table for ERP life-cycles
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Figure 3: Critical Success Factors for ERP Implementations in SMEs
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Figure 4: ‘ERP PI structure and their corresponding weights’, from [WEI07]
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Appendix E :
BPMN Diagram of SAP BO Sales Process
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SAP BO Sales Process
Figures 5, 6, 7, and 8 illustrates the business process reference model for SAP Business
One used during the case study. The main process was divided in these four sub-diagrams for
readability concerns. The subprocesses are then detailed in the remaining Figures, following
the main process.
The reader should be advised that not all exceptions have been modeled during the business
modeling process, to keep this illustration model rather simple. This model is not intended to
precisely present all the details of the Sales process support of SAP Business One, but rather
an illustration of the configuration choices, applied to the ERP solution available for this work.
For example, the Return goods mechanics have been excluded from the model, for readability
concerns. In the complete SAP BO process, products could be undelivered, or unavailable for
purchase in a dropship or back to back process, or even returned by the customer during the
Sales process. The return processes would have several impacts on various places in the model, in
terms of credit memo, roll back in the main process, or compensation and cancellation triggers.
We thus made the choice to exclude the Return goods mechanics from this process model.
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Figure 5: SAP BO Sales Process (1)
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Figure 6: SAP BO Sales Process (2)
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Figure 7: SAP BO Sales Process (3)
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Figure 8: SAP BO Sales Process (4)
Figure 9: Create a quotation
Figure 10: Create a Sales Order
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Figure 11: Create a Delivery
Figure 12: Picking Sub-Process
Figure 13: Packing Sub-Process
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Figure 14: Affect the G/L Accounts
Figure 15: Create an invoice
Figure 16: Create a credit memo
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Appendix F :
Goal hierarchies for enterprise A
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Figure 17: Partial goal hierarchy for the Improve efficiency strategic goal for enterprise A.
[GAM06] defines Efficiency as : ‘ ”Doing as much as before with less resources”, e.g. short-
ening of manufacturing times/lead times/cycle times/work times, simplified/reduced paperwork
and administrative tasks, automation of work tasks, staff reductions etc’ [GAM06]. This means
improvements at a the general level of the enterprise, and improvements in every individual
department. All departments of the enterprise should be included in this Figure, and analyzed
like illustrated for the sales department. Our case being an illustration case, not all possible
departments have been included in Figure 17.
Note : Examples of automatic triggering are in this case : automatically trigger a notice in
Warehouse to prepare the delivery matching the sales order, or in the Purchase department to
replenish the inventory, after completion of sales order.
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Figure 18: Goal hierarchy for the Improve customer relations strategic goal for enterprise A.
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